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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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WWW ADVRRTIHBMRNT8 THIS WKKI.
Postum.
Strand Theatre.
Bijou Theatre
Statement—Phoenix Ins Co.
Guardian notice—John L King.
Salesmen wanted—The Victor Oil Co.
Neal Institute.
Hyde, Wheeler Co.
Portland. Mb.:
Dental Laboratory.
Belfast, Mr
Agent to sell automobiles.

r3 Burrill National Bank
OF

ELLSWORTH

offers you every possible banking accommodation
within bounds of safety. We want your business.

2%credited monthly on checking
4 per cent., compounded

Honors

semi-annually, in savings dept.

Savings Departments are under
Government
U. S.
supervision. Two examinations yearly. Full particulars by mail, or call.

In

Packard,

m;

4.23, p

m.

m;

6.22 p

m.

Going West—10.40
Going East—6.16 a

POSTOPPICE

5.60 p'in.
3.66 p m.

a

ro;

m;

Registered mall should be at postofflce half
an

Special Prices at the f
City Market
Silver Leaf pure Lard, 12c lb.

i

Red Witch Tea, fb,
Old Town Coffee, fb,
Yellow Cling Peaches, 2 cans,
Economy Com, 3 cans,

8
8

BY

X
:■

8

25

POUIMD

TUB

25c
22c

0

25c

25c

25c
Bouquet Peas, 3 cans,
Farnham Raspberries, can,
15c
Pet Milk, large can, per doz.,
91.00
Pop Corn, 5c fb; six pounds, 25c

|8
8
X

hour before mail closes.
WRATHKR

For Week

IN

Ending

KLL8MORTH

at

Midnight Tuesday,

Feb. 22, 1916.
[From observations taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Biver
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Teropersture
12 m
81—
88—
84—
21—
12—

4am

forenoon afternoon
clear
fair

E!

KEARNS

—8
Wed
Thurs 28—
snow
cloudy,fair .02
Fri
21—
cloudy cloudy.snow .12
Bat
88—
snow
.80
rain, snow
8—
Sun
fair
fatr
Mon
—to
8—
clear
clear
Tues
27—
1C—
cloudy
cloudy
The thermometer at this station, owing, it
is beiieved, to the tempering effect of the
water, averages five degrees higher than at
postoffice square. It has a so been uoted that
the temperature at 4 a. m. is usually two or
three degrees higher than at daylight.

There will be a dime sociable at Knights
Columbus hall Friday evening.

are

a

Lights

m

the Home

modern convenience you should
may have deterred you

wiring

Is now removed.

enjoy. The large first cost of
from installing them. This difficulty

HEAD THIS OFFER.

The Ellsworth woman’s club will meet
next Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. L. F.
Giles.
Wivurna encampment, 1. O. O. F., will
work the patriarchal degree next Monday
evening.
John?. Eldridge and wife left yesterday
for a short visit at their format
home in Dexter
noon

There will

evening.

Vkednesday

The Broken Coin
Cooper, two-reel drama, and a

uomedy.
•Judge Not, Julia
Harry t’arey in

Deane and
great 6-reel
drama of Western life.

Admission,

DR.

THEATRE
Pictures

Change Dally

Friday
DANCR bv Higgins' orchestra
of 4 pieces. No pictures,
We Were TwentyOne,
paramount leature
William Elliott.

When

5c

and

lOc

THEATRE"

THURSDAY NIGHT
REMEAN", featuring William Fox
SATURDAY NIGHT
“THE MORMON"

Matinee Thursday and Saturday

s!^la!r> P^hestra
v““

of Ellsworth Odd Fellows will go to Bluehill to-morrow,|to attend the district convention. The degree team of Lejok lodge
will work the first degree.

n

...

....

UOOd Men In Hell
Free booklet. SEND POSTAL TO
J* w*

at 2.15

Granite and

chapter,

Irene
a

Tlcklw,

Ellsworth, Maiao

Marble Work
Order, promptly filled for
Stock
Cemetery Work.
Estimates Submitted.
carried.

^ J O R D A N,
franklin st., kllsworth

O.

sociable and dance

Union Trust Co.,

Ellsworth is to have a Chapman concert.
Prof. W. R. Chapman, who is touring the !
State with the Criterion quartette, of New
York, which was a feature of the last
Maine music festival, and Miss Florence
Austin, violinist, finds that he will be in
Ellsworth between trains on the afternoon
of Monday, March 20, and has arranged to
put on a matinee concert at Hnncock ball,
under thg auspices of the Ellsworth festival chorus, at popular prices.

EVERY

Bert Collins, of Surry, was arraigned in
Ellsworth municipal court Friday, on
a charge of forgery, and bound over for
the April term of the supreme court. The
is

case

a

peculiar

one.

Collins is

began with

a

with $1.00

or

FORTUNE

b.o

more,

Begin
deposited in the

yours

now—

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth,

charged

substituting a fictitious name, “W.
G. Thurston,
Ellsworth,” for W. G.
Thatcher, Surry, on the return card on a
box of smelts after it had been packed by
Mr. Thatcher for shipment to Boston
dealers.
In course of time Mr. Collins
called for the “Thurston” letter at the
Ellsworth post office, receiving a check
for the smelts, which he cashed in Ells-

Ellsworth, Me.

humble dollar.

with

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

ELLSWORTH

OBITUARY.

Me.

FALLS.

Mrs. Mary Slater, of Brookline, Mass.,
is home for a few weeks.

worth.

when the members of the club entered
the dining-room for refreshments. The
attractive table decorations and favors,
significant of the occasion, told the story
before the

guests read the

names

on

the

Russell is
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry L.

heart-shaped place cards.,
a

Russell,

of

Miss

Warren, formerly

of

Ellsworth,

and has for the past few years been employed in the Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth. Mr. Smith is an Ellsworth-born
boy. His mother, Mrs. Arthur A. Braymer, of Seattle, is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. P. Dorr, of Ellsworth. His father
the late Everard G.

Smith, formerly
The groom-elect is now in
the
American-Hawaiian
employ
Steamship Co., and has recently successfully passed the examination for a captain’s
license.
of Ellsworth.

of

the

Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the Park
street
Universalist
church, Bangor,
pleased two Ellsworth congregations SunI day. At the Unitarian church in the
morning his sermon was devoted largely
proper training of youth. In tlie
evening at Hancock hail he addressed a
to the

assisted in the service.

Mr.

Smith’s sub-

ject, “The Chivalry of To-day,” was
brilliantly developed and its delivery
eloquent. Solos by Miss Erva Giles and
E. 8., will hold a music by the K. P. orchestra added to the
at Masonic hall Wed- enjoyment of the service. The hall was

Masons and brilliant with its decorations of flags and
their families are cordially invited. Re- lanterns in place for the K. P. convention
Music by i Tuesday.
freshments will be served.

nesday evening,

March 8.

Higgins’ orchestra,

three

All

pieces.

Ellsworth friends of Rev. and Mrs. John
Hardwick, of St. John, N. B., extend congratulations on the birth of a daughter
(Janet Foster) born Feb. 12. Mrs. Hardwick’s parents, Austin M. Foster and
wife, are now visiting them in St. John.
10.30,

the

Methodist church Sunday, at
Sunday school at 11.45.

sermon.

in three

pictures,

parts, at 7.30.
of the
Sword.”
Subject, “The Oath
Special music at both services. Miss
Hysom will be the soloist of the evening.
Motion

State examination for applicants for
State teacbera’ certiflcites will be held
at the high school building in Ellsworth
Further
next Saturday,opemngat 8 a. m.
information may be obtained of Superintendent of Schools W. H. Patten, of Ellsworth.
A

Ellsworth owners of fast horses have
been unfortunate in their efforts to pull
off some races at Leonard lake. Several
tiroes an ice track has been cleared at the
lake, but each time an untimely storm has
undone the work and the races had to be
called off.
rue

*liissa‘ *’

the

years ago.
for

except

and wife.

This had since been her home,
spent at Mt. Desert

few years

a

Charles W. Smith and wife and Leroy
Haslam and wife have been at Amherst

island.

Mrs. Moore

was a woman

position, liked by

of kindly dis-

all who knew her.

leaves many friends who will long
ber her kindly help in time of

There

and trouble.

which had not

She

trations.

were

few

known her
was

{

illness

homes here

kindly

the

past week on a fishing trip.
I. Gray and Alvah Schoppe

Lewis

remem-

devoted

a

She

home

Saturday

they

have been

Spec pond,

from
with

their

came

where

teams in

the

woods.

minischurch

COMING EVENTS.

worker, and attended church as long as
her health would permit.
Mrs. Moore had spent the past few’ years

—

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday evening, Feb. 23, at Univestry—Supper, 15 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Agricultural
turning to her old home last fall. AnNorth EllBworth, 7.30
Lecture
Maud DeWitt, of hall.
other daughter, Mrs.
Brewer, come to care for her. Although on dairying by State Dairy Inspector J. H.
in poor health several years, her bauds
Blanchard, of Augusta.
were never idle,
producing many rugs,
Feb. 29 Lamoine reunion, Elks buildMass.
quilts and much knitting.
ng, Central square, Cambridge,
She is survived by five daughters—Mrs.
Tickets, 50 cents.
Lizzie Gifford, of Providence, R. I.; Mrs.
Wednesday evening, March 8, at MaAddie Tangas, of Boston; Mrs. Lottie
sonic hall—Sociable and dance by Irene
Knowles, of Eden; Mrs. Carrie McGown,
Masons and families inO. E. S.
Maud DeWitt, of chapter,
of Seal Harbor; Mrs.
at

Otter Cieek and Seal Harbor, with
daughter, Mrs. Carrie McGown, re-

tarian

her

—

—

this

place;

one

son,

Wesley,

of

vited.

Seattle,

Monday afternoon, March 20, at Han-

Wash., and several grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at the chapel
Tuesday afternoon. Rev. Henry W. Con-

concert.
cock hall
Matinee Chapman
large union meeting, under the auspices ot
K. of P., in observance of
lodge,
Donaqua
25, 35 and 50 cents.
Prices,
at
2.15.
urday
the fifty-second anniversary of the foundFriday evening, March 24, at Paul Reley officiating.
Mrs. A. R. iMcNabb, who has spent seving of the order of Knights of Pythias.
Ellsworth reunion.
vere
ball, Boston
eral weeks at Jacksonville, Fla., returned
Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the CongregaTickets, 50 cents, may be obtained of any
Caucuses.
home Monday. Mr. McNabb, who accomMunicipal
tional church. Rev. T. S. Ross, of the
member of the committee.
The republican and democratic municpanied her on the trip4 remained in Phila- Met hodist church, and Mr. Donohue, of
caucuses will be held this week.
delphia on business.
ipal
the Bangor theological seminary, who was
ai'KrtxnniniB.
The republican general caucus, for the
With good weather a large delegation supplying the Baptist pulpit for the day,
and
candidates for

At

BIJOU

on

Ludington]

—

—

Saturday

Thursday

Houlton,
[Joseph

born Jan. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Packard made
many friends in Ellsworth during their
residence here, while Mr. Packard was
sub-master of the high school. He is now
principal of the Houlton high school.

was

Eugene Ryder, of Bar Harbor, was arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal court
Saturday, on charge of drunkenness. He
was sentenced to thirty days in the county Jail.
At the Bijou Thursday night, the flveccl play, “Dr. Rameau,” will be presented.
Saturday’9 feature is “The Mormon.”
There will be matinees Thursday and Sat-

Company

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.

masquerade ball and
Surry, this

a

Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Joy and infant
son, of Presque Isle, are spending a few
days with Mr. Joy’s parents, Austin H.
Joy and wife.

Bar Harbor & Union River Power

STRAND

be

the grange ball,
Higgins’ orchestra.

at

supper

THE PLAN IN BRIEF: We will have an estimate
for wiring made for you, or you may have
your own estimate made, and when price
is agreed upon, W® pay tha bills for wiring
and fixtures^selected by you, and you pay
This is
us in twelve monthly payments.
an opportunity you have been looking for.
For further particulars, telephone or write
our local superintendent, L. H. Cushman,
and he will be glad to call.

son

Mrs. Mary F. Moore, one of our oldest
residents, died at her home here Saturday
William F. Jude and wife, of Jackman,
after a brief illness. Death was
At a meeting of the girls’ sewing club morning,
and Mrs. Earl Clark, of Old Town, are
Ellsworth is entitled to six delegates to
due to old age. Mrs. Moore, who was
Monday evening with Miss Carrie B. Miss
J. A. Austin and wife.
the democratic State convention.
Mary Frost, of Mariaville, was mar- visiting
Russell, the engagement of Miss Russell
Winslow Moore, of Stockton Springs, is
George H. Grant was here from Boston and Dana H. Smith, of S*attle, Wash., was ried to the late James M. Moore, of this
a few days last week, on business.
place, and came here to live more than fifty I visiting his parents, Richmond I. Moore
announced. The
announcement
came
The Thursday club will meet this week
Mrs. Fred H. Viacom her.

of

Electric

a

a few unrented boxes which we offer to oar friends
patrons who wish an entirely secure place for the safe keeping of their valuable papere, bonds, notes, etc.
There need not be the slightest cause for any worry and
anxiety as to the safety of the contents of these boxes. They are
located in our Are and burglar proof vault, and persons
renting
them are afforded the same security and protection that we have
for the safety of our property.
No party has access to a box except the renter himself or
some other party whom he may specify.
A person’s dealing with
the bank in this department is strictly private, as no officer or
employee has any information concerning contents of the boxes.
Yearly rental is from |4 up, according to size of box. We
shall be pleased to show these boxes and explain their
advantages, and invite a call from all persons interested.

and

the

with

R

of

of

We have

congratulaThomas P.

announced the

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

MAILS CLOSB AT

Safe Deposit Boxes

Mrs. William Dulles, of .New York, has
engagement of her daughter, Miss Edith Rutledge Dulles, to Frederick Snare, jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
erick Snare, of New York. Miss Dulles is
the daughter of the late William Dulles.
Mr. Snare is associated with bis father in
the engineering firm of Snare A Triest.
No date has been set for the wedding.

rosTofpicb.

effect Sept. 26, 1916

From West—6.42 a
From East— 11.10 a

even

Ellsworth friends extend
tions to
Mr.
and Mrs.

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
at bllsworth

thus

are

No. 8.

ABurtwnntM.

for the season be- ;
It is probable that
arrangements will be made for playing the
rubber game in a few weeks.

birth

Both Check and

5

a

tween the two teams.

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
8.42 a m. 4.23 p m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a
m, 6.22 p m.

accts of $500 and over

afternoon, February 23,1916.

dance

by Higgins’ orchestra; no
pictures. Saturday, William Elliott will
appear in “When We Were Twenty-one”.
The Ellsworth high school basket-ball
team was defeated at Orono by Oronobigh |
Friday evening, by the score of 19-16.
be

eermon

sunject
at

tbe

oi

nev.

j.

Unitarian

w.

tickles

NICOLIN.

Dorothy Hamilton is visiting
Benjamin Maddocks is in

here.
very

poor

Mrs. Laura Loring, of Bar Harbor, vislast

mother,

Mrs.

Francis

McGown,

week.

of wards

be

by

followed

republican caucus will be held
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth,

4

same

afternoon at

the

The ward

1, 2, 3 and 5.

at
the

2 30.

caucus will be held at
evening, at
Thursday
will
Tue general caucus
7.15 o’clock.
be followed by tbe caucuses of wards 1, 2,
3 and 5 at the same place. The ward 4

The democratic
hall

Hancock

hall

cultural

caucus

Friday evening,

at

Bayside

with

grange

Opening

Moore

were

saddened to hear of her death

at her home at

North Ellsworth Saturday

morning, in her eighty-fifth year.
Arthur Sweeney, who is employed by
telephone company, is spending a
few
days with bis parents, Charles
Sweeney and wife.
the

Carl Johnson and wife, who reoently
moved here from New Sweden, have
to the Howard McGown place.
moved
Mrs. Elsie McGown has gone to live with
them.

Edmuna had just begun to attend the
school, and had found a new
public
God.” The adult c!ass
a child of whom Edmund’s mother
to

friend,
had never heard. “Who is this Walter?”
“Is he a nice little boy?”
she asked.
The bill at the Strand tor this week in- “Yes, ma’am, he is!” replied Edmund,
“Does
he
say any
cludes for to-night tbe serial, “The Broken enthusiastically.
Coin,” a two-reel drama, “Copper,” and naughty words?” pursued his mother.
comedy. Thursdav, the Western drama, “No,” replied Edmund, with emphasis,
“Judge not.” Friday evening there will “and I’m not going to teach him any!”

oy^a/s^Gaps

Wednesday,

The ladies' aid society will meet Thursat the home of Mrs. Alvin Maddocks,
instead of at the camp as usual.
friends here of Mrs. Mary F.

HUBBARD

Mountain Pomona Grange.
Green Mountain Pomona grange will
program is as follows, the
host grange haying charge of the musical
program:

The many

AND

at 7.30.

Green
meet

day

LAMSON

Agri-

Hazel McGown, teacher at the Higgins
classical institute, is at home for a month’s
vacation.

ae

become the sone of
of the Sunday school will disease “Our
Syrian Guest”.

This

caucuses

nealtb.
ited her

will

o’clock.

democrats will hold their

church next

Sunday morning will be, “Ae many
received Him, to them gave He power

nomination of
mayor
commissioner, will be held at Hanhall
cock
evening, at 7.30
Friday
street

The

March 1.

song

Address of welcome.. -Master of Host

Urauge

Response

i

Music

Exemplification of second degree,
Host grange
Recess
“The Relation of the Home to tbe Rural

School”.Mri Bridges
“The Relation of the Rural School to the
Home”.Mrs Shirley Holt
Address.Suptof Schools W H Patten

/bestinA

UmericaJ
Solo By
Smith &

Question box
North Kllsworth.
Blanchard, Bute dairy ini
spector, of Augusta, will lecture on
North
at
hall.
Agricultural
“Dairying”
Ellsworth, Friday evening, Feb. 26, at 7.30
o’clock, under the auspices of the North
Ellsworth Farmers’ club.
Lecture at

Hon.

J.

FUR

COATS

FUR-LINED COATS

H.

at

FRIEND’S

DAVID

New line of Mackinaws direct
from factory, sold cheap.
REPAIRING of all KINDS

C. C. BURRILL &
-INSURANCE

SON

-

Representing some
Mooey to Loan

leading companies of this and foriegn countries
Improved, Productive Real Estate. Established 1867.

of the
oa

*rt>ntt«nnmt«.

Jgutual Bmtfit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.

BDITKD BT '*4DBT

IU Motto:

Lesson IX.—First Quarter, For
Feb. 27, 1916.

M. Stearns.
of

even

In

dlnary church membership, does not
always tend to Increase or even continuance of peace, especially if it
means pleasing more people, as is
often the case, though it should not be
so.
Pleasing people is not the business
of the preacher or the session or the
vestry or the committee; not pleasing
mm. but God. like the apostles In the

are not happy if they think the
pastor seems to neglect them In his
pastoral calls or In not noticing them
after church or on the street, and no
committee can rectify this.
The twelve decided, wisely or unwisely, certainly for their own comfort, that they could not attend to this
business of serving tables, but must
continue to give themselves to prayer
and Bible study and teaching the
Word.
When compared with some
other lines of service that or prayer
and teaching would be to many a delightful preference, but ordinary service must be attended to also and often
requires more grace. The preacher's
wife may need more grace and patience for the housekeeping than he
does for the preaching, but any kind
of service needs a special anointing of
the Holy Spirit.
A committee of seven Spirit filled
men of honest report was chosen fot
this special ministry, the first two of
whom we shall become better acquainted with as we go on in out
studies. Stephen, the first of the sev
en, occupies the prominent place in
this chapter and the next, while Philip
Is the most prominent In chapter vtiL
We do not hear of Peter again until
chapter viii, 14. and that Is the last
mention of John in the Acts except In
xil, 2. where he is mentioned as the
brother of James, who was killed with
It is possible that some
the sword.
others may have wished that they had
been among those chosen as apostles,
but here are two of seven seemingly
ordinary men honored above some of
the apostles.
It Is well to remember
that the Spirit gives to every one severally as He will and to be content to
fill any place be Its service small or

That Is one of the wiles of the devil
which he has practiced so long that
He tried It
he Is very skillful In It.
even upon our Lord Himself, and we
cannot hope to escape, for as the Lord
Jesus was persecuted, so must Hls followers expect to be (John rv, 20). To
these false accusations before the
council we do not read that Stephen
Like
made any reply (verses 11-14).
David and like the Lord Jesus, be was
dumb before them (Ps. xxxvtll, 13;
xxxlx, 1, 2; Matt xxvl. 63; xxvli, 12
14). It la a great victory when one can
keep hls month and hls tongue at such
a time or at any time (Prov. xxl. 28).
Although Stephen was outwardly lu
the presence of the council, bis heart
was in the parse nee of God, and It was
God was
seen in hls face (verse 10).
watching over Hls word and blessing
It to the salvation of many, tnelndtag a great company of the priests.

How to Fed Well During Middle
Life Told by Three Women Who
Learned from Experience.

'1 here

|

only
we

a

are none

of

bui

us

kindness shown

could recall but

a

us,
small

so

many
percentage of

this

ARBUTUS,
12, the first

We may not be able to return the
favors in any way to those from whom we

them.

native

roots

and herbs.

them, but we can "past them on”,
by that pioceas enlarge the circle of
good fellowship, sunshine and sympathy.

new

lecturer

letters

for this

week

will

be

A Feb. 15, the lecture:
to Hro. Hhand, of Hay

boys’

and

Dear Aunt Madge:
Do you miss me? 1 have been a shut-in
nearly all winter. First, bad erysipelas, now
sciatica. But we must take what comes to
Amid it all I have much to
us in this world.
be thankful for. One woman comes any day
we send for her and keeps us clean and the
pantry filled. Several others have expressed
M. D. has been able to
a willingness to help.
get around, although very lame, and 1 have
a new girl about twelve years old, who stays
by me most of the time.
Jeuuie was iu and spent the evening a few
days ago. She is real smart, but not all well.
H. Barnes has been in several times. Irish
Mollie sent uie a sample of the box of lovely
oranges her son sent her.
Dbll.

I knew a lady (a doctor's wife) who made
her brown bread of “graham" altogether.
The doctor did not consider cornmeal fit to
eat or, at least, for him to eat.
He ia one of
the best known physicians iu our State. He
also says that venison ia much preferable to
beef, as the wild creatures are not so liable to
have tuberculosis.

SaoirPBOARDl
FISH

DAY

MENU.

Four Artichokes.
AMITE.—Cut off stem close
to leaves, remove outside bottom
leaves, trim artichoke, cut off one
Inch from tops of leaves nnd with a
sharp knife remove choke; then tie artichoke with a string to keep Its shape.
Soak half hour tn cold water. Drain
and cook thirty to forty-five minutes in
boiling, salted, acidulated water. Remove from water, place upside down to
drain, then take off string. Serve with
hollandaise sauce.
Boiled artichokes
often constitute a course at dinners.
Leaves are drawn out separately with
fingers uml dipped In sauce and fleshy
ends only eaten, although the bottom
Is edible.
Articbokes may be cut tn
quarters, cooked, drained and served
with bearoaise sauce. When prepaved
In this way they are served with mutton.
Fried Artichokes.—Sprinkle boiled artichokes cut In quarters with salt, pepper ami finely chopped parsley. Dip In
hatter, fry In deep fat and drain. In
preparing artichokes trim off tops of
leaves closer than when served as
boiled artichokes.
Artichoke
Bottoms.
Remove all
leaves and the choke.
Trim bottoms
In shape and cook until soft in boiling,
salted, acidulated water.
Serve with
hollandaise or bechamel sauce.
Stuffed Artichokes.
Prepare and
cook as boiled artichokes, having them
slightly underdone. Fill with chicken
| forcemeat and balo thirty minutes in
a moderate oven, beating twice with
white sauce. Remove to serving >dUh
I
and pour around thin white sauce.

STOXEH

—

—

aatl other Skin 1 roubles
We Uuarantee

Saxo Sjo&vc

stop the itching and begin healing
with the first application or return your
money. There are lots of skin remedies but Saxo is the only one they guarantee like this. Why don’t yon try It?
'lEO. V. * ARCHER, druggists
to

Eliawortk.

*

I

Summon is borne

tram Machine.

Frank Goodwin spent three days last
week with his wife who is here caring
for her mother.
H. C.
Feb. 21.
For Rheumatism
attack of Rheumatism begins
Liniment. Don’t waste time
and suffer unnecessary agony. A few drops of
Sloan’s Liniment on the affected parts is all
you need. The pain goes at once.
A grateful sufferer writes:—'“I was suffering for three weeks with Chronic Rheumatism and Stiff Neck; although I tried many
medicines, they failed. Fortunately I heard
of Sloan’s Liniment and after nsing it three
Iam employed
or four days am up and well.
at the biggest department store in 9. F.
where they employ from six to eight hundred
hands, and they surely will hear all about
Sloan’s Liniment.
H. B. Smitfi, San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 1916. 96c. at an Druggists.
As
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apply 81oan’a

—
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Elisabeth tlrindle
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Elizabeth (irindie

—

kdc< • our Slate of
T” Maine "excel all other stales ,in tbe
L. H. Sibley
Union?_
Edith landage
Reading,,
tr-Topic: bboald wealth be tbe standard of
__

success?

Uanceio

Herrick

Closing.
MAMBAPAQCA, 477, bOLTH BLl hit 11.L.
The thirds and leurth degrtt-a were
worked

ou

two candidates and

feast served at

program

was

last

the

harvest

a

A

meeting.

good

This grange w ill
March I. A

presented.

entertain Hancock Pomona

play, "Dan’s Family,” will be given in the
Boss
evening. Those in tbe cast are:
Colson, Lester Conroy, Boy Henderson,
Flora

Hodgdon,

Bertha

Colson,

iiaucello

Herrick.
LAMOINK, 2*>4.

the Vivid
Groena Near tha Polaa.
Why Is the ocean blue? Reflection ol
the sky. you say. This accounts foi
It la
some of the color, but not all.
well known that the tint varies great
ly In different localities. Persons tak
lng sea water baths on ocean liners
are always surprised by the very no
tlceable color of their morning tubs.
Color In sea water Is largely a mat
In the
ter of saltness nnd density.
tropics tile tremendous evai>oration In
duced by the blazing sun causes the
water to be much saltier than in high
For many miles north
er latitudes.
and south of the equator the water o»
the world's oceans Is a deep blue which
fades and changes to green the fur
In
ther one goes toward the poles
the Arctic and Antarctic oceans the
greens are almost us vivid as the
tropical azures. China's Yellow sea
derives Its color partly from the muddy water [toured In by Its great rivers
from small organisms
and partly
which exist there In numbers which
exceed the 120.000,000 living creatures
to the square mile found on the average.
The question of salt in water brings
up our old friend the Head sea. which
contains 21! per cent of solid matter
and. bulk for bulk, is heavier than the
human body.
Many believe, even In
Jerusalem, that bathing In this famous body
of water is harmful and
swimming impossible. This is not the
fact. The ■ hlorii'.e of magnesia In the
water i»osse-se< n-edp Inal qualities If
It Is not tierniitte 1 to get Into the eyes.
It is true that the density of the watei
renders fast proc-re s In swimming difficult. but I bo impossibility of sinking
more
than makes up for it—Agvvi
News.

Tropical

Avars*

to

last meeting two, degrees were
conferred upon three candidates. Bister
La Cordia Davis sang a solo, and the queaAt tbt

tion box presented many timely topics,
suchas, "Blaall we eat more meat or lesa?”
.re wim oi^tie ends
of|our public
schools?" “Best met bod, of packing ice."

478, eOL'TH BKOOK6VILIJt.|
matter being absent, Fast
Muter Gray wu called to tbe cbalr.
Ibe
lecturer presented an intereating program.
HARBOBHIDK,
Feb. 16, ibe

BAINBOW, 2U3.

NOHTH

HKOOKBVILAJt.,a

Feb. 17, after buaiueu, tbe lecturer pro
fern, presented a good program.
It wu
voted to bave a roll-call In four weeks. It
i>

uopeu every

oue

BAT VIEW,

win

respond.

SALIMILUV

Tour health and Ufa depends upon right
kidney and liver action. When disordered
you have backache, brick duet deposit*,
scalding pain*, swelling around eyes, constipation, drowsiness, fever, rheumatic
pains, skin eruptions and other disorder*
of the stomaci:, liver and blood. The b« «t
treatment Is Dr. David Kennedy’* Favor! ite Remedy. It help* to remove uric acid
from the system, the cause of most kidney. bladder And blood troubles; to restore right action of the stomach, liver
and boweta and thus stop uric acid conditions; powerful but gentle In action. ur»d
by thousand* of men. women and children,
Write Dr l»nvid
with universal success.
Kennedy Co.. Rondout. N. Y., for free
trial
Large botlie*. all druggists

KIDNEY TROUBLE LEADS
TO TERRIBLE TORTURES.
Hundred* of sufferers from pains in
hack and sides,
bladder and
urinary disorders, lumbago, rheumatism, dizziness, puffy
swellings
the

under the eyes or in the feet and annervousness, tired or worn out or
head achy
feeling, don’t seem to
realize that the greater part of all
sickness to-day can tie avoided by keepIf
ing the kidneys working properly.
you suffer from any or the
many
that
agonies
weak,
accompany
digged-nn or diseased kidneys you
should not neglect yourself another
day and run the risk of serious conia
of
I’lications- Secure
package
Solvax, the wonderful new kidney
remedy, which is very inexpensive yet
tie seat of
acts i|iiiekly and surely on
the tiouble.
You'll be sutprised how
entirely different you'll feel in a very
short time
It doesn't matter how long yon have
suffered, how old you are, or wi at you
lavs ini'. 1 e very principle of
Solvax is such that It Is practically
unpoasHile to take it into the human
system without beneficial results.
Solvax has been so uniformly successful that 0. A. Harcl.er will in
lulure sell it under a positive guarantee of relief or refund the money.

kles,

COVE. 2b7.

Bay View grange beld ita regular meetAn intereating on Wednesday evening.

She Baked I

ing number ou tbe program wu
ing on Lincoln, by Mra. tihaud.

Today

PAMOLA, 265, HANCOCK.
Program lor meeting. Feb. 26:

a

read-

With
Mnaic,

grange; current

events,|Lee Joy; reading,
Elia Wooster; talk ou "Preparedness",
O. W. Fosa; vocal duet, Mr,.
Young,
Mra. Crabtree; “Our Grange Library,”
Clara Jobuson; reading, Nellie Foss; address “Tbe evolution of
farming from
Cain to George M. Moon,” G. N. Worden;

puzzles;

song, Galen

Young.

Kelreab-

tnenls.

Her bread

Mr. and

bor,

are

WESTiFKANKLIN.
Mrs. George Eddy, ol

Seal

Har-

visiting here.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goodwin, of Mt.
Desert Ferry, are in town.
Clark has a new gasoline engine
will tit up for wood-sawing.
Everett Richardson, of North

S. S.
and

Hancock,

is

Woman and tha Arts.
I believe thnt woman loves the arts
She is better
better than does man.
ground for the development of a great
artist, for she approaches art with
sympathy: while the great bulk of meu
approach it with fear and dislike,
shrinking from the Idea that It may
distort their self complacency.
The
prejudice goes so far that, while women are attracted to artists as lovers,
men are generally afraid of women
who practice the arts or they dislike
them. It la not a question of aex; It
la a question of art—W. U George In
Atlantic.

KIDNEY DISEASE
KILLS

1

exercises.
of welcome,

Topic:"”In"” what bway

COLOR OF SEA WATER.
From

Sttimtammit.

ia the

Recess.
Cali to order. 2
CouTeriiug fifth

j

J

Rev. Mr. Doran, of Southwest Harbor,
Memorial church
«*s ■&"****
Tuesday evening.* I me
MWChips, g
MFeb. 18. >

grange,

U. P.Ortndle
Response,
Topic: What.can a grange do tow ards recovering worthy members who bave
ceased attending its meetings? H.H.Haie
Emma ti. Osgood
Solo,

No other medicine has been so successful in relieving woman’s
suffering as has Lydia E. Pin kham’s Vegetable Compound.
Women may receive free and hel] »f ul advice by writing the Lydia
E. Pinkh&m Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. Such letters are received
and answered by women only a id held In strict confidence.

Floyd

—

Atidrtsa

—

EGYPT.

Were Sezema

View

1:,

Opening

and it restores me in a short time. I will praise
your remedies to every woman for it may help
them as it has me.”
Mrs. E. Kisslino, 931 East
24th St, Erie, Fa.

|M. A. B. j
8Mmtignr«2*

a hour was

sawing wood with

held services in Stinson

WEST EDEN.

Hancock

March

Erie, Fa.—“I was in poor health when the
Change of life started with me and I took Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, or I think I
should not have got over it as easy as I did. Even
now if I do not feel good I take the Compound

Now, speaking of what we eat, I have at
times wbat doctors call acute indigestion,
and it certainly cannot be the highly-spiced
or solid food I eat, as most all I eat is in
liquid form. Such things as mince or apple
pies, rich puddinga or meat I have not eaten
for years, or fish either, and no vegetables
except squash and potatoes put through a
strainer, so it does not seem to me that food
is all that causes a bad stomach.
Jknnib.

interesting

program lor the meetPomona grange with
Bluehiil, ]
South,
Maaaapequai grange,

ing of

good results from it.”—Mrs. George A. Dunbar,
17 Itoundy St, Be verb', Mass.

childhood.

Cbaille Harding ia
his hoisting engine.

HANCOCK POMONA.

Following

have alwavs spoken of it to otter women who suffer as I did and
naa tnem try it ana tney also nave received

I called on Dell and
calls on old friends.
found her suffering with a lame knee. Called
on Irish Molly, and found her doing her own
work but still poorly from a bad fall on
Had a fine visit with a dear
Christmas day.
friend who had lost her eyesight, snd other
friends whom I had not seen for a long time.
This is late to think of Christmas but I wish
to thank all who remembered me so kindly
Had a fine token of rememat that time.
I shall never forget
brance from Aunt Sue.
her and Mr. D., whom I have known singe

GOTT’S ISLAND.

The

12, tbe brothers furnished a pleasing entertainment and supper. About
eighty-five* were present.

nave

Aunt Madge and M. B'».
Thinking of you all and our column, I will
just write a few words. I have been making

ill, end stock umartd for.
Fet.

Feb.

Beverly, Mass.—“I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, for nervousness and dyspepsia, when I was
going through the Change of life. I found it very helpful and I

Dear

R. F. D. 2, Ellsworth.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I am again nearer you.
Have been here
three weeks nearly. We see Thb Ellsworth
American nearly every week, so I read that
you would like to know the dates nf the birthdays of your nieces. Now, as I do not often
have the American, and write only about
once a year, perhaps I am no longer considered a Mutual, but no matter. I'll send my
birthday date, and just aa soon tell you what
year I was born, too, if any one wishes to
know, but I understand it is only the month
and day that you require; I was born Sunday. July 11.
I have not read “Peg o' my Heart". If you
want to laugh, read -The Major’s Niece" or
“Spanish Gold" or “The Rise of Roscoe
Paine", the taiter by Joa Lincoln.
I see by the last American that Ann ia having sickness in her family. Iam sorry. Beyond two attacks of grip, I have been quite
comfortably well for tuy age lor two years.
Last winter I sent you a letter 1 believe Lorn
Haittord. Conn. This winter 1 spent in BelI aiways did
fast, Me., until I came here.
like small cities like Belfast and Ellsworth,
it is so easy if one can go out at all, to fiud
the stores
I enjoyed the Christmas buying
very much, as i could obtain whatever I
ueeded with not great exertion.
1 intend
to keep pretty quiet till spriug uow.
1 am uot very far from S. J Y. When 1
was here two years ago, she seut to my uiece
some good readiug which 1 enjoyed with
her.
You may tell S. J. Y. that 1 thiuk the food we
crave is the best for us, generally, and I am
sure uo one ought to eat
that which his
stomach revolts against. 1 can’t agree with
her that we ought to eat much cornbread.
1 can't eat it, anyway, without distress, and if
1 am called to make it, I use all the flour I
can.
Iu making brown bread. I use graham
for about one half of the material.
I also
put iu a little rye sod some white flour; so
there is a small percentage of corn meal in
tne bread.
Then, too, 1 steam its long time,
for 1 think if it is a bit raw, it is likely to
make one very ill.

454,

cast ink,

read

J. Frye amt wife, of Harrington,
visiting Mrs. Frye'* parents.

—

the Change of life
five years ago. I always had a headache and backache with liearing down pains and I would have
heat flashes very bad at times with dizzy spells and
nervous feelings. After taking Lydia E. l*mkham’s
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new person and
am in better health and no more troubled with
the aches and pains I had before I took your wonderful remedy. I recommend it to my fnends for I
cannot praise it enough.”—Mrs. Maroarst Grassman*, 759 N. Kinggold St, Philadelphia, Pa.

interest, thanks to the senders of
them, and, M. A. B., we are glad your long
silence has been broken.

an

interesting talk
girls’ clubs.

au

gave

Philadelphia. Pa.—“I started

with

j

presented

resident

19._N.

no mate.

ca

visit

I C. Dow, son and daughter are all in.
Neighbors, not seeing them about for
more tban a'day. called, to lino them alt

_

received
and

The

one

on

a

Ralph
are

degrees

second

aud

Murphy, a former
died in Trenton, Feb. 2.

Reuben
b-re.

450, HURRY.

MOUNTAIN VIKW,

as

Read these letters:

conferred

program.

through
trying period
successfully carry
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made from
women

HEAl. COVE.
Hwasey baa returned from
in South Oouldaboro.
Verne

the grange.

were

are

I8LK, 2M.

Isle grange sill give an entertainment and supper in Liberty ball, North
Deer Isle, Feb. 22. Proceeds, for grange
! hall building fund. A lot has oeeu purhawed of Chat. F. Gray, and the graugers
| are looking forward to occupying their
I hali by the last of the year. Ureal in! teresl is being takan. New metntwrs have
treen added and old ones reinstated, ana
there is a generally prosperous outlook for

Change

so

and Mrs. Robert Wayne,'of Porto
receiving congratulations on the
birth of s daughter.
Feb. 19.
Thkuia.

reason.

DERR

observed at the schools

Mr.

Rico,

Deer

of Life is a most critical period of a
woman’s existence, and neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain. Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to medicine that will

The

have bad oot
but

good

was

George E. Brewer, ol Bailors Snag Harbor, ia visiting his son Eugene.
Calvin Gordius gave a dance at K. ol.tp.
ball Thursday evening.
Mr*. Gordins
served ice-cream.

be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Feb.

Dear Friends of the Column:

j
It is written of Stephen that he was
a man full of faith and of the Holy
Ghost, full of faith and power; that
he did great wonders and miracles
among the people, and they were not
able to resist the wisdom and the
spirit by which he spake (verses 5, 8, |
10); also that by the word of God the
number of the disciples In Jerusalem
multiplied greatly, and a great com
pany of the priests were obedient to
the faith (Terse 7).
In chapter v, 24. j
we heard the high priest and others
wondering where unto this movement !
would grow, and we still see it growing even unto this our day, but It does
look as If we had now come almost to
the completion of the growth of His
body, the church. The one thing to
do Is to be full of faith and the powet
of the Spirit and faithfully and fear
lessly witness unto Him and His sal
vation and His coming again until we
are called out of the body or up in the
air to meet Him. The power of Stephen
in overcoming those who disputed with
him (verse 10) was In accordance with
our Lord's assurance in Luke xxi. 15, |
"I will give you a mouth and wisdom
which ail your adversaries shall not be
able to gainsay nor resist."
This and similar assurances, such as
Ex. iv. 12; Jer. i, 7-9: John xiv. 13. It; |
xv, 7, are all for us today if we will
stand for Him as Stephen did, for His
eyes are still looking for hearts that
are whole toward Him, that lie may
hold strongly with them (II Chron.
xvi, 9, margin). If we stand for Hint
and with nitn, as Peter and John and
Stephen did. we must expect to know
something of the hatred of the adver
sary as they did. for we cannot know
the power of His resurrection without
knowing also the fellowship of His
sufferings (Phil, ill, 10). Those wh-;i
could not gainsay nor resist the truth
of God In the power of the Spirit b}
the mouth of Stephen could hire men
to falsely accuse Stephen and make
Jtjlm out a liar and a dat rous man to
oe a Dour.

none

—

people

great.

»»ut

“Have you had a kindness shown.
Pass it on;
’Twas not givt n for you alone—
Pass it on.
Let it travel down the year,
Many lonely hearts to cheer.
Changing to a smile the tear—
Pass it on.”
Sent by S■ E,

In our lesson, while the
last lesson.
number of the disciples was multiplied,
troubles multipied also, tor some were
neglected or felt that they were in
the daily ministration.
Today mime

Problem

Address
will be rejected without good rea-on
ali communications to
The American,
Mir worth, Me.

or

This coin non is devoted to the Orange.
ectslly to the grange* of Hancock county.
Tha column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communication* must

Woman*6

“Helpful and Hopeful

rejection by the editor of tht column,
numbers,

Mothers day
Fab. 18.

**-

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this rerpect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except try permission.
Communications will Ik* subject to approx al or

Text of the Leeeon, Acte vi, 1-7—Memory Verses, 2, 3—Golden Text, Gal. vi,
2—Commentary Prepared by Rev. D.

Increase

MAtXJB”.

The purposes of this column are succlnc y
1
stated In the title and motto—It Is for tbe mut
oenefft, and alms to i>e helpful and hopefull
comthe
It
is
for
the
common
for
good,
Being
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchsnge of Ideas, lu this capacity it solicits

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

WEST TREMOhT.

among tt)t ®ranj|trb.

cutting stone for Bradbury & Orcutt.
The granite base business, which has
been dull several months, ia starting
up.
Mr*. Vernon Smith, of Boston, ia with
her mother, Mra. Ella
Hardison, who Is
111.
21

•__

Echo.

swan's island.
Mra. O. L. Milan ia seriously ill.
Rev. Mr. McKennon and wife are visiting at Mra. Laura Smith's.
Mr. Wingate, of Portland, ia here
trying
to institute a lodge of
Knlgbta and Ladies.
Feb. 18.
g.

would take the
blue ribbon at
any domestic
science exhibition, hercaUek
a marvel of line
and
lightness
her pastry —you
ought to taste i'l
All because William
Tell is milled from
Ohio Red Winter <
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther to
economy and good
served by ordering
—

William
Tell
Flour
WHITCUMH. HAYNKH * CO.
C. W. UKINDAL.

Treasure of Treves.
Treves Is probably the oldeet city In
Germany and contains more Roman
antiquities than any other city In
northern Europe, but Its most famous
possession la the "holy coat” preserved
in the cathedral
According to tradition, this la the Identical “seamless
robe” worn by Jesus Christ and gambled for by the Roman soldiers at the
foot of the cross.
Hivaa, eczema, Itch or salt rheum teta yon
crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your'clothing.
Doan’s Ointment Is fine for akin Itching. All
druggists sell it, 90e n bos.—Advt.

I

i

!
..

__

eordlngly Indignant

AUNT SUSAN’S
MONEY
Her Strange Method of BeIt

stowing
Most

on

the

Deserving

By CLARISSA

MACK IE

The five heirs of Miss Susan Rnker
visibly disappointed when no
will was discovered, and not even a
or valuable securities
(um of inoucy
that might lie divided among them
could t>e found among her effects.
They looked at the little bronze
funeral urn that contained the handful
of ashes which was all tbnt remained
of the mortal body of Aunt Susan, and
then their eyes wandered hack to the
sharp countenance of the little lawyer.
were

Mr. Pardee.
•This little st’rap of paper Is all that
I find among your aunt-# papers." said
“If you will give
Mr. Pardee stiffly.
attention I will
tue your undivided
rend her last wishes."
wave of Interest
stirred
A little
among the five. One among them, an
foreager faced young man, leaned
ward In his chair, with claaped hands
hanging loosely let ween his knees.
He felt very sorry for poor Aunt Stissn.
who had left no real mourners behind,
and he experienced a vague feeling of
pity for the eccentric little old lady who
had lived a narrow, lonely life In a city
boarding house far from the country village where she had lieen born and bred
Pon Barlow had often gone to see Miss
Susan, but be wns a very busy young
striving hnrd to earn enough
man.
money on which to marry the sweetest
anil lest girl In ibe world, and In the
hurry and bustle of life it must tie confessed tbnt he sometimes forgot Aunt
Snaan Baker
N'ow he was sorry.
For it appeared that she had been
poor as wall ns lonely, and she needed
biin nil the more. He was glad that he
had dipped Into his slender hank account and paid for the simple funeral
expen«os. Edith would agree that he
had done perfectly right, although the
Flniov Bakers w ere In affluent clrcumstances and could easily have shout
dered all expenses.
But they had not made an offer to
do so. so Don had stepped In nud handed his cheek to the lawyer.
Now Mr Pardee was siienkiug In hls

dry. sharp

maimer:

"Miss Baker merely stntes In this letter that It Is her last wish that her
ashes shall be carried to Fernctlffe and
buried leneath the old rose apple tree
In the orchard of her old home.
She
gives minute descriptions where the

HU dried np little wife, who waa
swathed In black
garments for the occasion, cast
one
disapproving glance at the bronze urn
and minced toward the door.
"I guess we lietter tie
going, deacon.
If Finley Duker can't afford
to help
out on these
expanses I ain't going to.
Susan nlways was
extravagant, and
she had an easy time
boarding here
with Idle hands, while I have
had to
work morning, noon and
night”— She
•topped as Mr. Pardee raised bis hand
la protest.
“Miss linker loaned Deacon
l’ilsbury
$200 hist year," he said quietly.
“Well," put in the deacon moodily,
"I suppose you're
going to try and collect It off of me now! I ain't
got a
cent of money on hand, and times
Is
hard, and"—
'Don t worry." smiled Ur. Pardee
dryly. "Miss Raker left the promissory note for you, deacon; here It Is,
to destroy nt once If you wish."
U ith shamed faces the man and the
woman left the room, and wheu the
door bad closed behind them Don
brought his fist down on the table with
a

existed. If you will give me
Aunt Susan's directions I will see that
the ashes are interred under the
apple
tree."
“}ou can't afford it, Don," protested
the lawyer, but there was a gleam of
satisfaction in his gray eyes when the
young man threw back his shoulders
and faced him.
"1 can't afford to let my auut’s remains lie unhurled, sir!
I would be
small Indeed If I refused to do that
last service for her, and I shall
place
a suitable atone as soon as I can afford It."
"I'm glad you're the one who elected
to do it, Don." said Mr. Partlec earnestly. “You can least nfford the expense,
but tlie others—well, the world has
hardened them, that's all. Now. listen,
my hoy; this Is Miss Raker's last re
quest:
'It Is my earnest wish that my
ashes shall tie Interred beneath the old
rose apple tree at home.
There I
spent the Imppy days of my childhood;
there I met the only man I ever loved,
and there we were bitterly parted,
never more to meet attain,
in that
spot, where I have known great Joy
and great sorrow, 1 wish to lie.
Retween the long roots of the old tree I
have had a brick lined cavity prepared
for the urn.
Whoever sees that It Is
placed there will not go unrewarded,
for the blessings of a lonely old woman will follow him to the end of his

days.'"
•

•••••

•

Don Barlow nnd hla sweet heart took
the hronze urn down to Kernel! ffe, for
tender hearted Edith Dale could not
bear to think that the little woman's
nurlal should lie a lonely one.
Edith had donned simple mourning,
and Don's hat bore a deep black
band. "1 hope floor Aunt Susan knows
that somebody cares a little," sobbed
Edith as the train whirled through the

silence
Mrs. Finley

Baker

•bornfnlly around
*K’or
belongings.

upon

looked
Aunt

rather
Susan's

1 should think
the clothes and the
urniture could l>e sold, nnd the money
°uld cover the necessary cost,” she
-bed »s she trailed out after her

hi?*'!!
Pit

*

i*le

e,es

blazing with wrath.
wa*ted to hear what Deacon

sbury bad

"

‘“re

to

say. The deacon was
wn cousin
to Aunt Susan and had
urneyed all the way from Ferncllffe
bear the win
read, and he was sc-

Gilbert ahall live until loadstones
to draw

whole transaction so legally secure
that they could find no loophole of attack.
So Don and Edith, through the kindliness of their iiearts, earned a reward
that they had not suspected when they
postponed their wedding day In order
to bury Aunt Susan's ashes beneath

coming there to rest.
••Miss Baker requested that this burial
should Is- private; otherwise I would
have notified some of her old friends to
have lieon present," remarked the lawyer to the Itev. Mr. Ellis.
“Poor Aunt Susan outlived her erwn
generation." remarked Don.
"I am sorry indeed to learn that she
a lonely old age." remarked Mr.

spent

Ellis.
Uncle Reuben lifted a black face
from his almost completed task.
•'Excuse me. sail, but I use ter know
Miss Susan, gud I knows dat no kind
Christian woman like her could ever
be lonely—no, sah. Shorely de aigfel
ob de Do’d was at her elbo1 all de
time.”
The two mourners and the clergyman and lawyer nil smiled in sympathy with old Reuben's statement. The
the
sun uhone warmly down through
It showed the
branches of the tree.
gold of Edith’s hair under her black
bat: It touch**! the uncovered heads of
the men. and It fell Into the cavity that
Reuben wa« digging.
There was the sound of Iron striking
atone.
"It am unklvered." said Uncle Reuben solemnly as he straightened himself and permitted them to view the
square stone slab that covered the top
of the grave.
Uncle Reuben bent again to his task,

Eeroro the Toothbrush.
Before the Invention of toothbrushes
people used to clean their teeth with
linen.
This is evident from William
Vaughan’s "Fifteen Directions to Preserve Health." published ltS02. in which
the author tells those who want to
keep the teeth "white and uncorrupt”
that they must wash the mouth a Per
every meal, "sleepe with the mouth
somewhat open * * * and In the morning take a limen-cloth and rub the
In
teeth well within and without.”
Vaughan’s tine several varieties of
tootli powder were known, the recipe
for one of the simplest being ns follows: “Burne s piece of Corke till it
looks like a Cojle, then take it out of
the Fyre and it will fail to ashes,
wherewith rub your teeth.’’—London
Chronicle.

the old apple tree.
The House Was Shaky.
John Quincy Adums was
years of age he met lu the
of Boston uu old friend, who
his trembling hand and said.
morning, and how is John Quin-

When

eighty
streets

Fr*®sh Figs.

shook
"Good
cy Adams today?"
"Thank you." was the ex-president's
answer. "John Quincy Adams himself
is well, sir—quite well, 1 thank you.
But the house in which he lives at
present is becoming dilapidated. It is
Time
tottering upon its foundation.
and the seasons have nearly destroyed
Its roof is pretty well worn out.
it.
its walls are much shattered, and it
trembles with every wind. The old tenement is becoming uluiost uninhabitable. and 1 think John Quincy Adams
will have to move out of it soon. But
he himself is quite well, sir—quite
well.”
With that the venerable sixth presi
(lent of tlie United Stutes moved on
with the aid of his staff.

The first known tree referred to in
We are apt
the Bible Is the fig tree.
to think of fi<? as very sweet dried
fruit, brown in color, packed into long
wooden bores. When newly gathered
tigs are rather like pears in shape and
Eaten in
of a green or purple color.
this state, the people of the east consider them the most delicious of fruit,
but the figs arp also dried, and lu that
form are included in almost every
meal.
The Modern Way.
Mrs. Henry Feck—Men have degenerated sadly since the days of chivalSir Walter Raleigh spread his
ry.
elouk on the pound for the (peon to
walk on.
Women do not walk on
men's cloaks in these modern days.
Mr. Henry fV"k—No: they walk on
men's necks no's.—Puck.

Had a Good Reason.
Dan, a colored man, was employed
as porter In a mercantile establishment
in a town in Florida, and his duties
required him to have the store swept
by 7 o'clock in the morning. He hud
been late for many mornings, and on
the sixteenth consecutive time his employer remonstrated with him thus:
"Han, why can't you get here on

Conviction.
Open
“I understand." said Mr. Dolan, “that
you declared there should he no more
to

flghtlu'."
“1 said that." replied Mr. Unfferty.
"Hut I never was obstinate, an’ mebbe
few words of argument from you
a
mind.”—
can make me change my
Washington Star.

lime ?”

A

"Well. Mr. L.," 8aid Hun, “yer see, I
live the iSher side of Mount Herraon
can't nlways get yere on
remetery
time.”
far

from your

ployer.

Without

a

work?"

you

said

live so
his em-

Transcript

moment's hesitation Dan

—

responded:

“Yer see. it’s dis yere way, Mr. L.—
I'll be honest wid yer—I wants a home
beyond the grave."

|

NEWS

COUNTY
M’KINLEY.

Officers elected at the annual meeting of
the Tremogt savings bank:
Eagene M.
Stanley, president; Everett A. Stanley,
vice-president; H. P. Richardson, treasurer; Eagene M. Stanley, P. W. Richardson, Everett A. Stanley, H. P. Richardson,
Willi m H. Thurston, directors; P. W.
Richardson, H. P. Richardson, Eugene
M. Stanley, E. A. Stanley, O. M. Kittr.dge, E. B. Clark, John Knowlton,
George M. Wallace, George W. Billings,
Willis Dolllver, D. F. Norwood, Lewis Ft
Got;, Charles W. Martin, Thomas S. Tapley, F. L. Manchester, O. L. Bragg A. L.
Black, Will E. Gott, Willis B. Watson, D.
8. Gott, Benjamin Murphy,
Sylvester
Gott, Loren D. Rich, Frank M. Eaton, W.
V. Torrey, Joshua Sawyer, C. O. Martin,
C. H. Dolliver, Albert D. Moore, William
H. Thurston, W. J. Thurston, inoorporators.

Feb. 19.

Liver Sluggish?

a sallow skin, dull
and that grouchy
feeling. Act promptly. Stimulate your
liver —remove the clogging wastes
—make sure your digestive organs are
working right and—when needed—take

You

are

warned by

eyes, biliousness,

BEECHAM’S
PULS
Jf4,
IsbeMslOcoM*

Modi.-.

L~.~< S.U of Anr
Sold nausbara,

DEEDS, NOT WORDS
Ellsworth

Spbo.

People

Have

Absolute

Proof of Deeds at Home.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Hall has returned
Oouldaboro.

from

Zemro

West

It’s not wordF bat deeds that prove
merit.
The deeds of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
For Ellsworth kidney sufferers,
Have made their local reputation.
Proof lies in the testimony of Ellsworth

true

George Colson and Fred Crabtree, who
have been in Halifax several weeks, are
home.

Alfred Leighton, who has been employed by the Great Northern Paper Co., people.
J. C.
is home.

Mrs. Nellie Lawrie, who has been il
months, died Feb. 16. Much sympathy is felt for the son and daughter.
Feb. 21.
H.
several

GREAT POND.
Mrs. Davis is one of our many smart old
ladles, nearly eighty-six. She gets around
the

house

as

easily

as

a

much

woman

younger, makes very pretty drawn and
braided rugs, and it would be hard for
young ladies of the present
her knitting and sewing.

day

to

equal
E.

Meader, R. F. D. 3, Ellsworth,
says; “All that I said in praise of Doan’s
Kidney Pills some years ago still holds
good. One of the family was caused a
great deal of suffering for years by kidney
complaint and Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at Moore’s Drug Store, proved tbeir
merit by quickly making a permanent
cure.
I have also used Doan’s Kidney
Pills with good results.
Price 60c. at ail dealers.
Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidsame that Mr. Meader
the
ney Pills
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N. Y.
—

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
Bears the
1

Signature
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

BONE

BLOOD

MEAT

POWERFUL PLANT FOODS
Organic Fertilizers are BONE. BLOOD and MEAT plant foods of unsurpassed
productivity. They are not only powerful crop producers, but they make the soil rich
and fertile, keeping it always in prime condition for subsequent crops.
Our free booklet contains astonishing results obtained from Essex Animal Fertilizers
without potash in 1915. It will be gladly sent you upon request.
Our local dealer can solve your fertilizer question—have you met him yet?
ESSEX FERTILIZER COMPANY. Boston. Mass.
Essex

ORGANIC
FERTILIZERS

Butter Paper Printed at
The American Office
Best

quality

Red Lion

ment paper,

printed

with new law.

PRICE, including
500 sheets
1000

water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
especially-made butter-paper ink to comply
cheap* r paper on the market; none better

with

There is

paper and

printing:
pound size, $1.50; half-pound size, $1.25

“

“

2

25;

“

“

2.00

DON’T Cheapen Your Butter By Use of “SLOPPY” Rubber Stamp

Dilemma.

Wife—Henry, you really must have
the landlord come and see for himself
the awful damage the ruin did to our
celling. Hub—I can t without letting
him see the damage the children have
done to the rest of the house.—Boston

jyid

“Why In the world do

cease

Nevertheless how many young students of electricity today ever heard
of William Gilbert?
“It was Gilbert. Queen Elizabeth’s
court physician, who first puzzled his
brains with rubbed amber and bits of
glass and silk and shellac,” says Mr.
Wells, "and so began the quickening
of the human mind to the existence of
And even
this universal presence.
then the science of electricity remained
a mere little group of curious facts for
200 years, connected perhaps with magnetism—a mere guess that—perhaps
with the lightning. • • • Except for
the lightning conductor, It was 250
years before electricity stepped out of
the cabinet of scientific curiosities Into
the life of the common man.”
Gilbert's theories aud guesses about
magnetism—he concluded that the
world Is a vast spherical magnet—were
aerlous and farreachlng, and he embodied them In a book with a ponderous Latin title—the first great book on
physics published In England. But hi*
experiments were chiefly of the curio
An English coland plaything sort
lection of Elizabethan letters and anecdotes of court life quotes the opinion of a provincial young lady of quality, but recently come up to London to
accept a position in the queen's household, who bad witnessed some of them.
She wrote home to her mother:
‘‘The queen la now well recovered
of her slcknesse, which was but litle,
tho It lookt at first as It wold be greate.
She puts much truste In her Doctor,
one Gilbert, and soe doe her ladis for
the moste parte, and I am laught at
by alle but onely l-ady Margaret for
that 1 doe fear the man and his cure*
that they bee not such us are permlted
to Xtian (Christian) folke to undergoe.
I have seen him playe strange tricks,
takeing, for the diverssion of the
queen's ladis. a silke glove from one
and her bedes of ainhre from another
and a scrappe of the wrlteing of her
Love from another, if she have it about
her and can be purswaded to give it
uppe. and makeing the one to russle
and give forthe speckles of fyre. and
the others one to pick the other uppe
by touching of it—anil a blacke catte
comelug in be rubed her that she brissled and gave forthe little fyres that
daunced alonge her furre in the dark
as if the wyehes that love blacke cattes
So. be matwere strokelng her back.
ters are of the divel and sholde not be
medltd with for sporte. they are not
meet tor good Xtians."
Poor, timid little lady! If she deemed Dr. Gilbert's tricks and cures of
300 years ago so perilous to the soul
what would btie have thought of the
electric shocks, baths, massage and all
the va vied tingling, prickling, crackling und
spark spitting electrical
devices of our modern physicians?

the last wishes of a loDely old woman. Thus I have weighed the hearts
of my few relatives.”
"You will see that Miss Baker's signature is witnessed by me," went on
Mr. Pardee, “and the uncovering of
the box is witnessed by Mr. Ellis, as
Don. the
well ns Iteubcn and myself.
lie placed the strong
box is yours!"
box In the hands of the astonished

service.
To Edith's surprise, Mr. I’ardee, the
lawyer, appeared upon the scene, ami
then Don returned. The three went toward the little house that had been
Susan Baker's home.
“I felt that I must come along for
Hardee
certain reasons," said Mr.

sides by property belonging to stranIt was not likely that any one
gers.
would ever claim possession of It.
They found the upple tree bending
beneath Its weight of rosy fruit, and
standing there, with a spade, was the
old black man whom Don had hired to
uncover the little cement vault which
poor Miss Susan had prepared some
months before In anticipation of her

Is to ho burled, aud she leaves her
upon whoever carries out tills
wish.”
Mr Pardee folded the
paper ami
looked around at the live heirs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Finley linker arose with
ooe accord uud
moved toward the door.
I m
sorry,” said Mr. Finley Baker
boldly, -hut 1 have an fenportant engagement, which I must keep. As for
harrying out Aunt Susuu’s request to
burled In Ferncllffe—why. that
w°ulil entail a long railroad journey
and much
unnecessary expense. Money
** tight
Juit now, anil—er”— Mr. llaors voice
trailed Into a suggestive

emphasis:

out

months.
It was late In the morning when they
arrived In I-'erncliffe. and Don left
Edith with the bronze box containing
tlie urn, while he went to make the
necessary arrangements with the min
fetor who was to read the committal

The house had been sold, but the orchard, Inclosed in n white painted
fence, still belonged to Susan Baker.
It was practically worthless to any of
the heirs, as It was Inclosed on four

blessing

Curious Trick* of an Old Tim* Invaatigator of Electricity.
H. G. Well# tins ('•lied attention In
"The World Fet Free" to a half forgotten worthy who. In "the siraclous
times of great Elizabeth.” loomed large
Indeed. Science, to bp sure, does not
forget him, and one great English poet,
Dryden, has proclaimed with resonant

“THIS IIOX CONTAINS HEIt SMALL FOBTCNE
IN CASH AND BKCCBIT1E8 !

young man.
Edith was crying softly.
Then the deep voice of the clergyman boomed through the silence, and
presently the bronze urn containing
the ashes of Susan Baker was Interred beneath the old tree which had
witnessed the joys and sorrows of her
long life.
The west wind played through the
branches like the notes of au organ,
and the choir of birds sang a requiem
over the grave.
The Finley Bakers were highly indignant when they learned that Don
Barlow had come into possession of
$.-*1,000, and they threatened a lawsuit,
but astute Mr. Panlee had made the

thoughtfully as they passed through
the white painted gate.

Br,i

GILBERT AS A WIZARD.

meanness

If Aunt Susan knew—and who can
say that she did not?—she surely must
have been gladdened at the self sacrifice which these two young people
were making, for the breaking in upon
Don’s savings meant that their wedding must be fiostponed another six

SHOULD THINK THK CLOTHES AND TB*
ECHNnCBE COULD HE SOLD."

a star-

tled cry:
“Ko‘ de lau’ sake, dere's somefln’ tu
dere a'reudy!"
Indeed, there was.
Mr. Pardee knelt down and thrust
his arm down into the brick lined
Then he got tip and showed
grave.
what he held in Ills band.
It was an oblong steel strong box. In
the top was set a small card with writing, and the card was protected by a
small plate of glass.
Mr. Pardee smiled rather sadly upon
the surprised group.
“This box. which was placed here by
Mtss Itaker when the grave was built,
contains her small fortune—In cash
and negotiable securities.
The card
under the glass reads: ‘The contents of
this box, which represent my entire
fortune, are to be the sole property o*
whoever Is charitable enough to carry

resounding thump.
"Mr. Pnrdee, l didn't know such

pleasant countryside.

1

lifted the slab and then uttered

We are all born for love. It Is the
principle of existence and Its only end.
-Disraeli

one:

trial

of

Ballard’s Golden Oil

has proven to thousands its wonderful merits for atl throat and
tbe mucous, draws the inflammation out of tbe throat, lungs
heals, sootbes and removes the cause. Try it I Guaranteed and
25c and 50c bottles.

lung troubles. It outs
and bronchial tubes,
sold by all dealers, In

Roosevelt movement *u organised,
with a ticket for four delegatee at large
to the republican national convention.
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Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application
Boslncs* communications should be-aridressed
ie, and all checks and money orders made pay
»oie to The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
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elected, will

We have received a new book by
Qieason L. Archer, a Oreat Pond boy,
founder and dean of the Suffolk Law
School, Boston. “Tbe Educational
Octopus,” which is the title of tbe

right to oonfer upon its
the degree of bachelor of
laws.
Mr. Archer is the author of
several other books on law, “The Law
of Contracts,” “The Law of Agency.”
the

to secure

“Ethical Obligations of the Lawyer,”
“Law Office and Court Pro-

and
REPUBLIC** STATE COSVENTIO*.
The republican State convention for the
itlfl will be held in city hall, Portland,
laine onTbnisday. March 23, at 10 o’clock
in the forenoon, (1) for the purpose of nominating six candidates for electors of President and Vice President of the United States;
(2) electing four delegates at large, and lour
alternates, to attend the republican national
convention to be held in the city of Chicago,
in the state of Illinois, on Wednesday, the 7th
day of June. 1916: (8) electing a State committee; (4; a district committee for each congressional district; (5) a county committee
for each county; and(fl) formulating and
adopting a declaration of principles, or platform, in support of which the republicans of
Maine will appeal to the electors of Maine in
the ensuing campaign and the September
election; and also (7) transacting any other
business that may properly come before the
convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:—Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and for each
seventy-6ve vote* cast for the republican
candidate for governor in 1912 an additional
delegate, and for a fraction of forty votes in
excess
of seventy five votes an additional

cedure”.

Sear

delegate.

Maine men in Washington in the interest of fishery laws are meeting
Not but
with little encouragement.
what the Maine delegation in Washington is willing to do all it can, but
federal interference with state fishing laws does not meet with favor.
In regard to lobsters, tbe Maine men

<

;

are

be elected subsequent to the
Delegates
date of ibis call in order to be eligible to participate in the convention.
The S’ate committee will be in session in
reception hall adjoining city hall at 9 o’clock
in the forenoon of the day of the convention
to receive the credentials of the delegates.
On the evening before tbe convention the
State committee will bold a public meeting
in the dining room of tbe Falmouth hotel,
Portland. Maine, at 8.80 o’clock, at which
meeting all delegates and others interested
in the welfsre and success of tbe republican
party, will hsve an opportunity to make sngand assist in formulating and draftng a de. laration of principles, or platform,
to be presented to tbe convention for consideration, amendment and adeption.
All electors of Maine who are opposed to
the policies of the democratic party and in
sympathy with the purposes and aims of the
party, without regard to past porepublican
litical affiliations, are cordially invited and
urged to assist aud unite in electing delegates
from the several cities, towns and plantations. to participate in the proceedings of this
convention.
Per order republican State committee.
Frank J. Ham, Chairman.
H H. Hastings, Secretary.
The following list shows the number of
delegates to which each city, town aud plantation in Hancock connty is entitled.
Amherst.1 Penobscot.2
Aurora.1 Sedgwick.3
Bluehill.3 Sorrento.I
Brooklin.2 Southwest Harbor 2
Brooksvilie.2 Stonington.1
Bucksport.8 Sullivan.2
Casiine.2 Surry.1
Cranberry Isles.1 Swan’s island.1
Dedbam.1 Tremont..1
Deer Isle.3 Trenton.1
Eastbrook.1 Verona.1
Eden.6 Waltham.1
Ellsworth.8 W’lnter Harbor.1
Franklin.8
Gouldsboro.3
Plantations
Hancock.3 Long Island.I
Lamoim-.... ..1 No. 21.1
Mariaville.1 No. 33.1
Mount Desert.3
Orland.3
73
Total,
Otis.1

COUNTY
Tbe

is

and

good

Getting Hia Order*.
"So you're summoned as a witness,
hey? Now you be keerful.”
"Keerful about what?”
"I see a jedge rebuked a man fer not
coming Into court with clean bands.
Look out fer that, and also be keerful
to wipe your feet.’’—Louisville Courier
Journal.

over the Alaska rewon, there has not been
so pressing a threat against the conservation policy aa the present effort
in Congress to give the public water

powers for nothing into monopolistic
control. The Shields bill, now before
the Senate, gives to the power interests without compensation the use of
water power on navigable streams.
The amonnt of water powers these
streams will supply is larger by far

Empty but Flattering Title.
Friend of the Family—William, can
It be possible that 1 heard you say
"Hello, governor!” to your father!
William—Yes; it pleases poor dad
You see, he never really has any say in
anything at home: mother’s the real
executive.—Boston Transcript.

than all the power of every kind now
in use in the United States.
Banker

A Revenge Never Enjoyed.
After a stormy attack on Lord Granville on one occasion Lord Randolph
Churchill had a stormy passage across
the channel and was nearly dead with
seasickness.
"How Granville would
like to see me now™ he gasped.—London Standard.

visitors

in Ellsworth for the K. P. convention
yesterday. Here in Ellsworth he is
plain “John Banker”, just like one of

and received the
from po-

litical friends and political foes alike.
Mr. Banker looms large as the probable democratic candidate for Congress

A Very Old One.
"Sue and her new husband have
started on their bridal trip in a veritable ecstasy."
“Is that one of the new makes T”—
Baltimore American.

bat he said last
“bad not said yet

district,

be a candidate”.

The breach between the Boosevelt
“old gnaid” republicans is likely
to be opened in Massachusetts. As
announced last week, a powerful

took fifth place; in

a

these

For

:

she

achievements

The mail-order house is waging
the local merchants with advertising
ms its ammunition. The local merchant

war

on

ciuo winners.

rouitry

fez Salt

Two Garden and Canning clubs were organized in Hancock county last year; one
under tbe leadership of Mrs. Galen H.
Young, at Hancock, and one at Ellsworth
Falls with Mrs. A. W. Ellis as local leader.
Tbe Ellsworth Falls club consisted of nine
members, who, on account of a very wet
season, made little or no profit on their
beans. In spite of this fact, they learned
considerable about gardening, learned
how to can fruits and vegetables, and had

severe.

some

good

times

nm«l for
TWO-STORY
occupy part, and

can

a

amt

a
!

Happiness consists in activity. It Is
running stream and not a stagnant

peoL—Good.

of

and the

good

cows.

James Muarav, Pine
COWS—Several

street.

Inquire of

Ellsworth,

Me.

SolW.

Desirable Tenement
T7MR8T
A

cites,

II

tenement.

desirable

modern conveniences and stable. Po

m

erly Dr. Greely house on south side of M in
street, nearly opposite Hancock ball. App y
to

C. C. Bt

»nu

house of Mrs. L. J.
Reeves. 114 State 8t. All modern improvements; electric lights, bathroom, hot
and cold water up stairs and djwn; hardwood fl-K>r», furnace, good barn, large garden
plot. Inqutreof John A. Stuart, Ellsworth.

HOUSE—Eight-room

{

j

J J? aSrofft.

j

nest men to solicit
orders tor tree* sod plan • from the
hundred* of spring planters in jrour section.
Ginn’s
Good weekly p»y.
Steady work.
NtranBBY. Bos <8, Rochester. N. Y.

WANTED—Intelligent.

or
oealer in Hancock county io
sell automobiles for ca*h or on time.
The only investment required Is the purchase
F.
further
of a demonstrator on easy rerma
particu.arsaddress. F. O box M, Belfast Me.

AGENT

|39.03.

The Girls’ Garden and Canning clubs in
tbe State are organized under the direction
of the extension division of tbe College of ;
WANTED—Lady or g« ntlemsn to
take orders direct from the consumer
Agriculture, University of Maine, and I
For
for our ninety styles of fine hosier*.
are in charge of the State leader of girls’
{ terms, address Ltwirmci Knittiwo Co.,
clubs. The work of the extension division 2 Charles St.. Methuen. Mass.

AGENT

is to assist tbe communities

local

in

or-

BN—To solicit o*dee* for lubricatganization, to send out instructions for
ing oils, greases and paints
Salary or
planting and growing crops, to give commission.O. Address Thb Victob Oil Co.,
Cleveland,
canning demonstrations for tbe local
clubs, to keep the enrollment of the local
xprnal Monica.
clubs so that tbe central organization will j
include all clubs in tbe Bute, making |
CARD OP TIIANKV

SALF.SM

one or

possible a cooperation of forces
friendly competition for tbe local

next

written to modern
ueW8pa)>ers
Informing readers that
"roses and primroses were In bloom in
Gilmy garden on Christmas day.”
bert White’s record of the weather be
tween 1768 and 1798 helps to end the
myth, for the same number of years
at the present day would show prettymuch the same sort of weather, us
thirteen of the Decembers were mild
and wet.
There were mild winters in the begin
ulng of the nineteenth century, as well
as one or two severe ones, so that we
may rest assured that the “old fash
ioned winter" was Just like the new
fashioned ones.—Ernest C. Pulbrook
in London Family Herald.

profit

»r-

Rny.r

Pine opportunity;
house will pay for itself.
easy terms. Harry L. Crartrrr, Ellsworth,
Maine.

one

the'.Hancock people behind them, can
make a financial success of Garden and
Canning clubs as well as an eudcational
and social success, as the boys and girls
in other parts *f the Bute have proved.
A girls’ club of seven members in Aroostook county made an average profit of
|21.33 each on one-tenth acre of beets.
One of these girl-, twelve years old, made

an

and

a

clubs in

1

annual State contest.

Tbe local clubs

conducted by a local
leader, all of
free to call upon tbe State

committee
whom

and

are

are

tbe local

T17E wish to thank our friends and rela
lues, and especially
our neighbors,
jj
who helped us in so many ways and showed
ur deep
us so much synipatbv in
sorrow;
also for the beaut tlu! flowers that were silent
testimonies of respect for our dear LuabaoJ
and father.
Mrs Edgar Jobdan.
Harold K Jobdan.
WaLTNR A Jordan.
H«bvam> ti Jordan.
Gladys L Jordan.
Mb and Mrs Howard Kincaid.

leader for advice and assistance w benever
needed. Last year 138 girls were enrolled
in these clubs.

Tbe Garden and Canning clubs include
two
the

In

projects.

tenth of

producU

one

plot,

an acre

tbe

girls plant

sell

fresh and

can

or

use

one-

;

part of i

tbe remainder

|

In tbe other,1
tbe girls can otherwise waste fruit and
vegetables growing on their fathers’ farms
in

tin

or

fresh

low

and

cans

glass jars.

products
prices.

when

they

are

selling at

PAUPER NOTICE.
contracted with the City of Ellscare for those who
may
during five years beginning Jan. 1. 1915, and are legal residents of
Ellsworth, 1 forbid all persons trusting them
on my account, as there is plenty of room and
accommodations to care for them at the City
Farm house.
Abtmvb B. Mitch all.
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance
to

dBOcrtiamunU.
REV. THOMAS LORO DEAD.
—

Native of Kllsworth, Former Resident of Bluehill, Dies In California.
Kev. Thomas Newton Lord, s native of
Ellsworth and for many years of his early
life

a

at his

$1

OR
for old

)

MORE
seta

of

FALSE TEETH
Far ial

sets according to number of teeth.
DENTAL LABORATORY
5424 Congress SL Portland, Me.

Bluehill, died February 9
Alhambra, Calif., after an

resident of

home in

Room 104,

illness of several years.
Mr. Lord was born in

thirty

being

Insurance StatmmtB.

give up this business and en- j
ministry, his first pastorates {

at Dover and

his residence

j

ON

ASSETS

Biddeford.

In 1885 he went to California, taking up

lettters

STATEMENT OF THE
PbffiNIX INSURANCE CO.,

be

tered the

Pasadena, where be esfirst Baptist church in that
in

1

HARTFORD, CONN.

DECEMBER 81, 1915.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balance*,
Interest and rents,
All otber aaseta,

$

238.106 90
147,780 00
12,770,242 00
1.198.74/ 61
1,068405 uO
121,281 M

tsblisbed the
he
remained as
city. For two years
•
40.200 00
pastor of that chnrch and then went to
the Baptist university at Los Angeles as !
OrollUMU.
,16? TV
195402 63
financial agent and professor of chemistry, j Deduct items not admitted,
In 1899 he went to the pastorate of the !
Admitted aaseta.
$15,846466 16
Alhambra Baptist church, taking also a
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1915.
in
civic
affairs.
large place
Net unpaid losses.
$ 410.921 57
Failing health compelled his retirement Unearned premiums,
6428437 29
All other liabilities,
260,000 00
from regular pastoral duties in 1907, and Cash
capital.
3,000400 00
for
a
few years be was engaged
in Surplus user all liabilitiea,
8.966,108 30
missionary work in sonthern California. Total liabilitiea and surplus,
$15446,886 18
An attack of ptomaine poisoning five
CHARLES C. BURRILL A SON. Agents.
years ago shattered his health,
State Street. Ellsworth. Me.
_»
Mr. Lord leaves a widow. Harsh Wallace
Mrs. Louis
Lord, snd two daughters
ligal llotut*.
Mary Bishop snd Miss Marguerite Wallace
To all persona interested in either of the esLord, all of Alhambra. The Alhambra
tates hereinafter named:
Advocate says of him:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the
“The passing of Rev. Mr. Lord will be s
eighth
day of February, being an adjourned see*
sion of the February, a.«L 1916, term of said
heavy loss to thonssnds, but particularly
court.
to the denomination with which for so
riiHE fo'lowiug matter having been ore*
Muted for tne action thereupon hereinmany years be was closely connected. By
after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
all he was respected snd admired. He had
notice thereof be given to n*l
persons inter*
a fine helpfulness, to which many young
eeted. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
men owe much of what they are to-day, in
■g011'1 American, a newspap. published
southern California. His character was at Ellsworth, in said couaty, that
they may
at s
probate court to be held at Ellsgentle, his manner kindly, his ministry appear
worth, in «ai<i county, on the seventh
of
one of action
rather than words. For March, a. d. 1916. at ten of the clock day
in the
*Dd 69 he,krd lher*on if
these things he will be remembered by as
see
they
cause0011,
many outside the church as inside.”
H.ury E. Greeley, late of Eden, In .aid
—

|

_

8tuck to His Rule.
He had Just been discharged from
the service, ow-lng to wounds, and
thought to raise a few pounds by writing his reminiscences of twelve months'
fighting. Hailng completed the manuscript while in hospital, he offered it
e»untj, deceased.
Peilnon mat Emma J
to • publisher for flOO. It was a very
Greelev or son.e other .unable
peraon be apHow's This?
pointed adminiatrator or tbe e.ute of .aid
small volume, and such a price made
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for,
bond., p e.ented
the publisher raise his eyes in surprise
Emm.
J.
by
widow
ol
case
of
Catarrh
that
cannot
be
uid
Greeley,
cured by
any
deccaaed.
BEBTBtND E. CLAttK, Judge of Bald
and Inquire the reasons for such a de- Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
court.
A true copy of tbe original.
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo. O.
mand. "My dear sir.” replied the auAite.t:—E. E. cu.aa, Beglater.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
thor, “it has been a point of honor Cheney for the last lb years, and believe him
berebT give, notice that
with me, as a soldier, always to sell my perfectly honorable In all business transacn* be. been duly
tions and financially able to carry out any
appointed guardian of
life as dearly as possible.”—London obligations made by bis firm.
JOHN L KINO, of
LAMOINB,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMBECB.
Oironlcle.
coooty of Heacock,
and given
!“_tb*
Toledo, O.
bond. a. tn. law otrecu. Allword,
Hall’s Catarrh Core is taken internally, demand. ngnioM be en.tr of person, having
.aid ward nr.
It is his whole life, not a few inci- acting directly upon the blood and mo coos
,or •*,,1*“*n.
of the system.
Testimonials sent ana all indebted thereto
dents of It, that proves the mane— surfaces
are 'eq acted
to
10
free. Price 7b cents per bottle. Bold by nil make payment
immediately.
Boras.
Sbwooo
M.
Emu.
Hall’s Faasily Pills for constipation.
Feb. t, Itig.

THfLt,nb*S,,b*I

nod'a?! TDdeb^J‘t.hh*

TSEs

desired

qp main

street,

Bar Harbor, Maine.

■

To all person* interested In either of the
tatee hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Rllswortb. in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
d. 1916.
day of February, amatters
following
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinaf.er indicated. It Is h< rsby ordered: That
notice thereof he given to a!l person* interesied. by causing a copy of this order lobe
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, ia said county, that they mar
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth In said county, on the seventh dar
of March, a. d. 1916. at ten of the clock in
tbe forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

THE

Amos B. Newman, lste of Sou'hwest Harbor
in said county, deceased. A certain lnstru.’
ment purporting to be the last will and testament ot aaid deceased, togatb r with
petition
for probate thereof and for tbe appointment
of the executrix without giving bonds, presen led
Viola
fc
Newman, the executiix
by
therein na-ned.
Jason 8 Sargent, late of Oouldsboro. in said
A certain Instrument purcounty, deceased
p rtlne to be the last will and testament of
•»»d decs sed. together with petition for prob «te thereof snd tor the appointment of tbe
executrix without giving bonds, presented
by
8 phtonfa D. Sargent, the executrix therein
named
Sarah J. Stevens, late of Buckaport. in said
count*. eceased. A certain Instrument pur.
porting to be the last will and testament of
•aid deceaaed. together with petition for probate thereof. pr« senled by Theodore H. Smith,
tbe executor therein named.
Alfred F Adams, late of Castine. ia said
A
ertain Instru ment purcounty, deceased
po tirgtobethe last will and tesament of
said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for Ihe appointment of
the executrix without giving bonds, presented
by Lucy M. Adams, tbe executiix thereto
named.
Francis H. Harden, late of Sorry, in said
A certain instrum* nt
ecut ty. recessed.
purparting to be tbe last will end testament of
*a»d neceas *d to* ther with pstillou tor pro
bate thereof and for tbe appointment of tbe
executor without giving bond*. pee*eu*ed
by
Holbrook il. Harden. Ihs ex cuter therein
named.
Ellen D. Alley, late of Ellsworth. in said
rouity, de?e«sed. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and toetAcneut of
•aid deceased, ogether with peittic n for pro
bate thereof and for the appoint mem of the
executor wl* bout giving bonds, t-'esented
by
Perry W Alley, in- executor ther iu named.
Jonn W. «. ooners. late of Kden. iu *a»d
eoun y deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last wih aud let ament of
said deceas'd, together with petition f »r probate ther. of and for the appointment of Harrt»<*n M
Hodgkins, art minis, rator wtth the
will annexed of the estate of said dec* sued,
presented by Eleanor B « onne-s an, Minnie
U. Hodgkins, heirs of said deceased.
Eleanor
H t’onnera. executrix named «n said will hav
mg declined to accept said trust.
Charles W Ki tr«dee. late of Eden, in «aid
count*, deceased. Petition that Kay mood
W. Kittredge or amir other suita' L- prrsoa
be appointed administrator of ih« e«t*t*- of
said deceased, presented by Kaymond W. Klttrrdge. a son of said deceased.
Rich mood L. Murch.
late of Trenton, in
said county, deceaaed
Petition that John H.
Hresnahan or some other suitable person be
appointed admin's rator of the estate or said
deceased, presented by Mtepheu Kim-.all.
creditor of said deceased.
Mary A Got iter, late of Kden, in stid
county, deceased
Petition that St-phen L.
Kingsley or some oth*-r suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Leslie M Guilder,
husband of said deceased.
K»elvn Kent Bullard, late of Ellsworth, in
•aid county, deceased
Petition that Edward
8. Clark or some other suitable person be ap
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceaaed, presented by harsh L. Wakefield, s
cousin of said deceaaed.
Jonas W. Turner, late of Castine. in said
Petition that Wilbert K.
county, deceased.
Ordway or some other suitable person be ap
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Amanda J. Ordway, s
niece of said deceased
John F. Roy at, late of Bilsworth. in said
First and final account of
county, deceaaed.
Mattie R. Royal, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Margaret C. Smith, late of Buckaport, io
said countv. deceased
First account of Me
vin J. Jordan, executor, filed for aettlement.
Sylvia Saunders, late of Bucksport. in said
First and final account of
county, deceased
Abbv Foster, executrix, filed for settlement.
William G. Snow, late of Buckaport, iu said
First account of Alice
county, deceaaed.
Maxfleld Magnus, executrix, filed for settlement.
Also private account of Alice Maxfleld Magnus.
William R King, late of Lamoine. in said
First account of Thoms*
county, deceased.
J. King, executor, filed for settlement.
Charles H. Bowden, late of Backsport, in
said county, deceaaed.
Becond account of
Fred R. Page, administrator, filed for settlement.

Ellsworth April
23, 1848, bnt the greater part of his esrly
life was spent in Bluehill. He first engaged in the drug business, but at the age
of

ir

cause.

Klin
m
on. or two families.
rent the rest,

house

together.

Tbe Hancock club of five girls and

not uncommon.

the

same

diplomas and f7 in prizes.
Miss Katharine Conley, of Ellsworth
Falls, was also among the first seven

abnormally mild winter or henTy fall
of snow or prolonged frosts.
And when all Is said there are comparatively few of the latter, although
they were likely to be recorded, while
the milder ones would be passed over.
A few years ago there were published
In France some notes concerning very
mild winters In early times. Gregory
of Tours tells us that 584 was excep
tlonally mild, as were the winters of
808, 834, 844 and 1007, when Influenza
was rife.
Another mild season occurred In
122ft. when the birds are said to have
hatched their young by February,
while the weather journal of the Itev.
William Merle, which Is In the Bod
leian library at Oxford, shows us that
during the middle of the fourteenth
century the weather was very much ns
It Is now and that mild winters were
There were

f
I PMFNT
vLClMLn
1*

|

doesn't fight back with the
received who
ammunition is bound to lose out.

three

Such records as we |«*sess prove the
fallacy of the Idea. .No records of the
weather were kept up to about fifty
or sixty years ago. go that we have to
rely on the statements of private diaries and old family records, and therefore it takes a lot of research to obtain
any data at all.
In olden times no one troubled to
make note of average weather, for

during the

c
Je

::

In the Garden and

vegetables, giving special emphasis to the
use of waste products on the farm, she
took second honors, and in the Boys’ and
Girls' Poultry club she ranked fourth.

Just

fight

woe id

always extremely

club she

payment terms

easy

canning contest requiring an exhibit of a
variety of ten Jars of canned fruit and

for many years that it came as a shock
when meteorologists first began to
delve Into the records of the past and
prove Its inaccuracy.
There can be no doubt that Charles
Dickens. Washington Irving, artists
who depicted winter scenes, and. In a
later era. the Christmas number and
the Cbristmaa card are mainly responsible for the belief that up to about
half a century ago the British winters

like

sources was

that he

Canning

Evelyn.

two mild winters
hundred years, the
most notable one lieing that of 1403,
when liarlcy and corn were in the eat
at the end of January. Writings of the
sixteenth century have similar testi
treatment will effect a cure of his disease.
mony to offer, the one or two excel*
tions only going to prove the rule be
Tbe law court of Maine has banded
cause they aroused so much comment
down a decision in a lobster case under
Pepys and Evelyn come to our aid
tbe new law of requiring men engaged in
from the middle to the end of the sev
the lobster Usberies or bsndling lobsters
enteenth century a»d prove conclusive
in business, to tslce out a State license.
ly that the old fashioned winter is a
Tbe Isw court held “that it is unnecessary
myth. The dairies of these famous
for employees to be licensed when bandwriters have been analyzed, and as a
ling lobsters for commercial purposes, result it is found that falls of snow
and acting under tbe personal supervision
are mentioned only thirteen times ovet
of their employer wbo is bimaelf duly linearly sixty years, while exceptionally
censed. ^lt is tbe principal who is reheavy storms are referred to only three
sponsible, both for his owe acts and for i times.
those of bis servants, and be alone is reIn the same jierlod there were but
quired to be licensed.”
six prolonged frosts, and apparently
only the famous one of ltJSfJ—4 and anGunpowder as Medicine.
other n few years later were so severe
Tbe use of gunpowder as medicine as the modern ones of 1800-1 and 1895.
was very widely advocated Iu tbe eightIn January. 1061. Pepya comments on
eenth century and, either taken In- the mild winter, and hi December of
wardly or applied externally, was held the following year he notes that hi
to be a specific against rheumatism
awoke to find the roofs covered with
and ague. In the "Compleat Housesnow, which he had not seen for three
wife or Accomplished Gentlewoman's years.
Companion.” a domestic pharmaco
Evelyn has the same story to tell—
poela, published In 1742. appears the a few bard winters and many mild
following remedy for rheumatism: "Let ones. Such years were 1686-7, Dec.
the party take of the finest glazed gunj 29, "Little api>earanee of winter as
powder aa much as a large thimble ! yet," and 1692-3, Feb. 4. "Hitherto
may hold; wet It in a spoon with milk an exceedingly mild winter—an exfrom the cow and drink a good half
traordinarily dry and warm season,
pint of warm milk after it; be covered without frost and like a new spring.
warm In bed and sweat; give it fasting
; such as bus not been known for mauy
abont 7 In the morning and take this
years."
nine or ten mornings together.”—LonHere and there we come across refdon Express.
erences to the weather which are

Towle,

he

persistent

Napier, a twenty-year-old youth
Philadelphia, a long-time summer
visitor at Little Cranberry Isle, has confessed the crimes.
He has, since it is
shown that be s la pyromaniac, been
The
placed under proper restraint.
young man. on all other subjects, is perfectly normal, and it is hoped that proper

of Bangor, aa
reporter of decisions of the law court,
to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of W. B. Thompson.

evening that

tbe

from

portant nominations yesterday—William Brennan, of St. George, as commissioner of sea and shore fisheries,

from this

by

Arthur

Governor Curtis announced two im-

sides,

and

tbe Maine insurance department
and a detective agency, and tbe loss of approximately fao.ooo baa been made good.

Fonseca for $3,000,000.

all

|119,181,

work of

canal and a naval base in the Galf of

on

is

The Cranberry Isles firebug mystery has

Friday ratified the longpending Nicaragnan treaty, whereby
the United States would acquire a
ninety-year option on the Nicaraguan

“oar own folks”,

cows

leads in the valuation of cows,

been solved

The Senate

friendly hand

that of

Ellsworth second, Eden third, and
Penobscot fourth.

nomination

Secretary [of State John E.
among the distinguished

|317,7t5,

Buckeport

for governor.

waa

total valuation of bosses in Hancock

with

Weeks,
Fairfield, has
George
announced bis retirement from the

Since the

UOSSIP.

that of oxen is fl5,915. Ellsworth leads in
tbe valuation of horses,with Eden second,
Bucksport third and Bluehill fourth.

of

and Terrence B.

influence

county, according to tbe figures given ont
at t be office of tbe board of state assessors,

THIRD DISTRICT CONVENTION.
The third district republican convention
will be held in City bsll in Portland, Thursday, March 23.1916. at 10 o’clock a m.. for the
purpose of selecting iwo distiict delerates
and two alternates to attend the National
republican convention, to be held in Chicago.
111., June 7. 1916, and to transact any other
business that may properly come before it.
The basis of representation ia the same as
that for the State convention.

republican

their

“acantius”.

festions,

contest for the

use

Maine in December.

;

to Customer*’ InAlways Reliable, Always Up-to-date, Always Ally*
terests, Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
NONE BETTER MADE.
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

Fail*, received honor* in three different
club project* at the State contest of boys’
and gi.-!s' club* held at the University of

Perhaps the greatest of weather
myths Is the legend of the “old fashioned winter"—that prolonged season
of lee and snow which Is supposed to
have held the laud In Its grip every
year. So firmly has this Idea been held

were

IBIS' CLUBS.

twelve-year-old Hancock county girl.
Mis* Dorothy Shackford, of Ellaworth

adoption of the same legal
boy, on the other hand, raised a good crop
length by Massachusetts. Tbe govof beans which they intended to sell
ernment fertilizer plants for the lesfresh, but either because the market was
well supplied or because of their inexperisening of tbe dog-fish nuisance meets
with no better success. The departence, they were unable to sell their crop.
writing was an nrt jiossessed only by But they also set raspberry plants, which
ment hopes to help in this direction
few, and writing materials were hard offer encouragement for better success tbis
by putting dog-fish on the food list to obtain; hence it is that mention Is
year.
under the more appetizing name of made
only of something unusual, some
Tbe children in Hancock county, with
for the

must

0.

advised to

and

O

OMast Mi MM la Enhn Matos. Cftiyttoai to too Matos Im trsto a IraaO Piss to a lewtkery
Sheet Music and Muaic Books. Motocycles, Bicycle., Sewing
Machine*, Victor and Edison Talking Machine*, Typewriter.,
Vacuum Cleaner*, Po*t Card* of local riaw*.

;

Worden. Ellsworth.)

BOYS' AND

Record* Show That Remarkable Snowstorm* and Long Seasons of Hard
Freezing Were Not All the Rule.

graduates

—

(From the office of the county agent, O. N

A

FAMOUS FROSTS WERE RARE.

Testimony of Pepys

ESTABLISHED IS88

Farmer*.

Fury.

go un-

book, tells the story of the founding
of the law school, and its long and finally successful fight in tbe legislature

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,400 copies.

Average per week for 1914,

if

delegation,
pledged.

tooeeriptfon ’•rloe—$2.00 a year; $1.00 tor six
months, so cents for three months; If r*M
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cent*
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearage* are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei

Winter Was a

! Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

New* of Interest to Hancock County

a re-

and ex-Senator Crane, in the interest
of Mr. Weeks’ candidacy for the presidency, it is understood, though the

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
HANCOCK

A WEATHER MYTH

opposed by
publican ticket composed of Oov.
McCall, SeLatora Lodge and Weeks TV Idea That the Old Fashioned

This ticket will be

PUBLISHED

EVERT WEDNESDAY

FARM DEMONSTRATIONS.

Hudson Devereux, late of Penobscot, in said
First account of Arthur
county, deceased.
W. Patterson, administrator, c. t. a., filed for
aettlement.
Samuel A. Goodwin, Into •! Ellsworth, in
•aid county, deceased.
First and final account of Ruth T. Goodwin, administratrix,
filed for aettlement.
Anna L. Hudson, late of Boston, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased Firs',
and final account of Mary Frances Drown,
administratrix, filed for aettlement.
Emily 8. Tapley, late of Brookaville, in said
Pirat account of James
county, deceased.
H. Tapley, administrator, filed for settleuement.

W.
Clay, of Blnehlll. In said
Fifth and final account of U. Welguardian, filed for settlement.
Abby J. bocy, of Ellsworth, in said count*.
First and final acconn* of Edmond J. Walsh,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Mar/ J Prancis. Chester V. Franc in. William T. Francis, Ernest A. Francis and Berths
E. Francis, minors, of Gouldsboro, in said
Petition filed by Inez H. Francis,
county.
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minors as described in said petition.
William G. Snow, late of Bueksport, in said
county, deceased.
Petition filed by Aliee
Msxfleld
lifor
Magnus,
executrix,
cense to eell certain teal estate of said deceased. as described in said petition.
Parker 8pofford. late of Bueksport. in said
county, deceased.
Petition filed by John A.
Peters and William E. Whiling, administrators d* fronts non with tbs will annexed, that
tbe amount of the inheritance tax on said estate be de*ermined by tbe
Judge of probate.
John F. Royal, late of Ellsworth. In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Mattie b.
Royal, widow, for an allowance oat of tbe
personal estate of said deceased.
Frank B. Thompson, minor, of Mariarille,
in said county. Petition filed by Philander C.
Betterley, guardian of said minor, for so
Allowance oat of the personal estate of Benjamin Thompson, late of said Mariarille, deceased.
Abby J. Sncy, of Ellsworth, in said county.
Resignation of Edmond J. Walsh, gusrdiso.

Nancy

county.
land

Clay,

filed,

George Psrcher, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased.
Petition filed by George
A. Parcher. administrator de bonis non with
the will annexe**, for licence to
conrey by
deed eenaio rights in real estate of saia deM Mt lorth *® • M petition.
Blithtn 8. Higgins, late of Bden, in said
Petition filed by Albert
L- Higgins and Mary J.
Tripp, of said Eden,
Praying for tbe appointment of tbe Bar BarB*nkia« and Trust Company, s corporation organised under the laws of Maine and
located and established at Bar Harbor, Bencock county, as trustee under tbe last will
iwiament and codicils of ssld
A Won Wallace, the executor named in said
will, haring accepted the tiust of executor,
but has declined to act as trustee.
Judson E. Preether, late of Brooklln, in
said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Joseph 0. Milieu, that he may ho discharged
from all liability for any subsequent bat not
for any prior breach of truet as
surety opo®
Ue bond given by Bro L. Foley, administratrix of said Judson E. Freetbey.
BERTRAND B. CLARK. Judgs of said Court.
4 trus uopyof tbs original.
Attest -fl. B. Cbasu, Register.

deceased^

K. P. CONVENTION.
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MULCHING.

HONOR

Nitrate of soda

can be need
with benefit on all
It
crops.
la Immediately available and
should therefore l»e
(^ly employed In connection witrr
plants In
an active stage of growth.
There Is far too little mulchlng done. Small fruit trees and
garden crops are given a most
favorable opportunity for attainlng the highest perfection and
development when their roots
are covered with a thick mat of
leaves, hay or other suitable materlal
A good mulch keeps down
weeds and renders the soli loose.
moist and porous at all times,
and that, too. with little labor
of cultivation.

:
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A COAT FOR JANUARY.

CKUryTY

\

•

Miss Vivian Withsm is borne from tbe

8llght-

ly

Drossier

Than

boepitel.

Topcoat. ►
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a

Mrs. Helen McMasters and son George
returned to Wakefield, Mass.

have

Fred Conner end wife have returned to
after a short stay at tbeir home

GOOD CROPS EVERY YEAR

Caatine

Clarence Werdwell, who cut bia leg
badly wbile chopping wood Friday, is at
tbe Webster hoapita'.
Misa Annie B. Conner baa closed her
ecbool at East Winn, and will be borne
for a month's vacation.

Elsie

Misses

end

Harborside, spent

Vira Wardwell,

last

week

with

accompanied

by

ladiea,

ware

LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY. Beslan. Mna

BSBBSSESBBSSSBBSS

of

tbeir

Kllaworth

Agents:

Colby Gray,

of

Caatine,

wbo

<a
a

Friends

of

Karl Dunbar

are

glad

PARENTS INTOXICATED

to

CHILDREN FREEZING

be bae so, far recovered from
effects of e broken arm, as to return
to bia studies in tbe bigb school.
tbe

Irving Conner,
tbe milk (arm of

»userved to

visiting Pythian*

Jobn McLeugblin, of Stockton Springs,
completed arrangements to run a
fourteen-passenger auto-bus from Orland
to Bangor via Bucksport, making two
round trips daily, as soon as the season
opens. This will supply a long-felt want
bas

;

and

*

*

L. Bennett met with a gre.t loss
bis barn, with a
three fine cows, a
hog, etc., was destroyed by fire, with no
insurance. Tbe loss was a severe one to
fir. Bennett. A. B. Gross, W. 9. Hutchings and M. L. Dunn solicited aid, and in
fen days bad tbe pleasure of giving bim
substantial purse, donated by tbose only
too glad to help a worthy neighbor.
a

a

Feb.

■

vsn.

ftinting-F. L. Foster, Bar Harbor, U.
Brown, J. r. Bilvy.
Frthian ball-Marshal, Q. C. Pierson;
H. B.
Eetey, Q. M. Campbell, F. G.
E. p.
Robinson, jr, Cecil Osgood,

mits. The
and is now

▲GAIN NAVY BLUB.

FIRST AID
What

Mothers Should Keep In
Bathroom Medicine Cloeet.

»

indlsjiensable.

French Coffee.
One quart of water to one cupful of
Put coffee
very finely ground coffee.
grounds In bowl, pour over about half
a pint of cold water and let stand foi
fifteen minutes. Bring remaining wa
ter to a boll, take coffee in bowq and
strain through a fine sieve: then take
French coffee pot, put coffee grounds
in strainer at top of French pot, leaving water in bowl; then take boiling
water and pour over coffee very slowly; then set coffeepot on stove for five
minutes; must not boil; take off and
pour In cold water from bowl that
coffee was (list cooled ip to settle.
The French,
Serve in another pot.
who have the reputation of making
the best coffee, use three parts Java to
one part Mochfl.

open and closed palls In the
of cleanliness la considerable.
The less o[»en space the less opportunity for dirt and bacteria to get Into the
pall while the cow Is being milked. On
most dairy farms the old style pall
with the flaring top has been replaced
by something that will aid In keeping
matter

out the dirt.

|

a
“Any old thing” does not make
suitable hive In which to keep bees.
Queens are mated but once In their
lives and then out In the opeu air.
the dlshpan or ringing the

Beating
uehill; E. C. Hale, Sullivan; JameaShea,'
f"rb°r; J. w. Noonan, Prospect Har- dinner bell never settled a swarm; they
cluster after leaving the
*1 F. H.
Macomber, Beal Harbor; E. C. just naturally
L. W. Rumill, West

EAST JORLANU.
C°«* Lunt has gona to
Rosaall hospital.
Ersnk Mason entertained the

mcill, clnb
Thursday. The next meet*»H1 be wUh Mrs.
Carrie Lsacb.
*nd **"• Frank
Wentworth, who
m*
‘pent several months In Buck
sport,
to tbaig horns ban thia wash.

Skating Corset.
The skating vogue has been responsible for all manner of dress accessories
from shoes to caps, with the Inclusion
And
of jackets and suits between.
now comes the skating corset, designed
especially for the devotees of that exhilarating sport. This particular type
of corset has silk webbing over the
hips, and the fact that there Is no
ness.
moveIt doss not pay to keep more colonies steel down the front makes every
than can be properly cared for. Bet- ment exceedingly easy and graceful.
comes In pink, delicately
ter sell off some than buy mors an# j The corset
trimmed. Ita price la a little over $5.
not cars for them.
hive.
Bees have no more to do with the
scattering of fruit diseases than do the
other hundreds of insects that visit the
flowers.
It la not a sign of ability to make a
practice of trying to handle bees without smoker or veil; it's Just foolhardi-

I

is

up and

boarded,

being shingled.
G.

21.

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
O. K. H., is preparing
an entertainment to be given Feb. 26.
Mr and Mrs. Jobn Howard are receiving
congratulations on tbe birth ol a daugh-

to

dren Placed in Homes

by Mrs. Burnham.

Under the above bead lines a Portland
paper tells of a terrible tragedy of drink.
The curse of strong drink is the greatest burden upon helpless women and innocent children. In the mansions of the
rich, the cottages and hovels alike, thousands of noble women are each day suffering
the “agonies of a thousand deaths” because
of the affliction of a dear one.
We advise

women

to treat and handle

diseased by alcoholic or drug
poisoning the same as they would if it were
typhoid fever or other serious human ailment, that is, advise and urge—almost force
men

who

are

them, if necessary, to
medical treatment.

secure

necessary

SEAL HAKBOK.
Everett

Jordan and wife

congratulations

the

on

are

birth

of

receiving
a

daugh-

Feb. 15.

ter. born

The firemen will

day evening,

at

Neighborhood

hall.

Candage, wife and daughter Nina
visiting in Rockland.

C.

Feb. 21.

A Boast Resented.
"I always try to attend to my own
business," said the self approving man.
“That’s Jes' what folks are talkin'
about."
replied Farmer Corntossel.
"Tendin’ to your own business ain't
what we elected you to the legislature
fur.”—Washington Star.

I

Protested.
"Villain. I defy you.” said the heroine. drawing herself to her full height
"Do your worst”
“Don't ask him to do that, misa,”
pleaded a voice from the gallery. “Hia
acting is bad enough as It la."—8t
A»ula Post-Dispatch.
Serious.
“Do you think his intentions are serieus?”
“They must be. It cost him $6.75
taxi fare to bring me home from the
party the other night, and he asked me
If he couldn't call again.’’—Detroit
Free Press.
Hia Term.
“Have you been married for long?”
asked the gabby party.
“No,” responded his neighbor, “Just
Uf*"—Buffalo Express.

®rtm-tt*ratmA

UPJHE

Hood’s Sarsaparilla, a Spring TonioMedicine, it Necessary.

Everybody is troubled at this seawith loss of vitality, failure of
appetite, that tired feeling, or with
bilious turns, dull headaches, indigestion and other stomach troubles,
or with pimples and other eruptions
ou the face and body. The reason is
that the blood is impure and impov-

this advertisement as our agreement that
every dollar you pay ua will be refunded
at end of treatment unless cured.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

Hammond and wife, who have
on the Point, left last week
for their home in Camden.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Richard

living

McGown and wife were called
North Ellsworth last week by the illMrs. McGown’s mother, who
ness of

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Wallace

to

died

Saturday.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

AU Kinds of Laundry Work.

P.

Feb. 21.

<noods ealletl for and delivered
attention to parcel post work

__

Special

SALISBURY COVE.
Miss Alta

Emery

has

returned from

a

visit in Ellsworth.
Ten-entertain-ten club was enterby Mrs. Shirley Thompson and j
Miss Meda Dunton Friday evening.
RFeb. 21.

H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Ellsworth. Me
Street,

State

The

tained

Bhome

banks

?d to

free-

patrons who appreciate
ing” their nickels,dimes, etc.

ings deposits.

Call

write

or

!.

BORN.
BRAGDON —At F-anklin. Feb 10, to Mr and
Mrs Theodore F Bragdon. a son.
GOOGINS—At Hancock. Feb 20, to Mr an<V
Mrs A E Googins, a daughter.
HIGHT—At Bar Harbor. Feb 11, to Mr and
Mrs Rodney Hight. a daughter.

;k Co.

IRA

ALLI80N—HINCKS—At Bucksport. Feb 16.
by Rev H W Webb, Miss Julia E Allison, of
Bucksport, to Harry B Hincks, of East
Holden.

CARTER-COLE-At Brooklin, Feb 12, by Rev
Jospeh K West. Miss Florence M Carter, of
Sedgwick, to Albert L Cole, of Bluehill.

HIGGINS—J ELLISON—At Bar Harbor, Feb
15, by Rev John Jones, Miss Myra Augusta
Higgins to Fred Conrad Jcllison, both of
Bar Harbor.

Savings Bank Ellsworth

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

MARRIED.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth
Estey Building,
•

DIED.

Telr phone 38-11

BEEDE—At Trenton. Feb 22, Miss Martha
F Beede, of Surry, aged 48 years.
CLEMENT—At Somerville. Mass. Feb 14. Capt
Charles Clement, of Penobscot, aged 79
years. 9 months, 17 days.
At W'est Brooksville, Feb 20,
FARNHAM
George M Faruhara, aged 77 year*,2 months.
FRENCH-At East Bucksport, Feb 18, John L
French, aged 9i years, 3 months.
GALLEY—At Bass Harbor (Tremont), Feb 17,
Mrs Frank Galley, aged 72 years.
GOODWIN—At South Peuobscot, Feb 16. Miss
AI med a Goodwin, aged 46 years, 5 months,
16 days.
GOODWIN—At South Penobscot, Feb 16,
Isaac B Goodwin, aged 84 years, 6 months,
8 days.
LORD—At Alhambra. Cal, Feb 9. Rev Thomas
N Lord, a native of Ellsworth and formerly
of Bluebitl. aged 87 years, 9 mouths.
At North Ellsworth, Feb 19. Mrs
MOORE
Mary K Moore, aged 83 years. 8 months.
At South Gouldsboro. Feb 16,
SPERRY
Horace R Speny, aged 38 years. 1 mouth,
18 days.
WOODS—At East Bluehill. Feb it, Charles O
Woods, aged 56 years, 6 month. 25 days.

Commission ffltrrtjants.

1864

1916

—

—

BLOOD

Before it is too late, call, write or
'phone the Neal Institute, 147 Pleasant/
Ave., Portland, Mo., 'phone 4216, for free
book or come and take treatment, holding

Personal attention to all details. Telepboue
or mail orders promptly attended to.

—

TONE

spent in taking the NEAL TREATMENT at any ooe of 60 Neal Institutes in
principal citiea will remove the cause and
overcome the effects of over
indulgence.
cases,

Herman Blaisdell has moved bis family
into their new home on the Dunbar road.

been

Indorse County Road System.
The State Highway Oliicials' Association of New Mexico has Indorsed the
atate highway <-c.emission and the
county road board system. It was recommended that where necessary for
the sake of harmony a member of the
board of county commissioners be appointed on tbe road board. Tbe United
States department of agriculture was
requested to make provisions for an
advance of $2,000,000 annually for
building roads in the national forests
of New Mexico. Congress also was
urged to pass a Joint memorial granting 2,000,000 acres pf public lands In
New Mexico for highway purposes.

Jail, Four Chil-

There is no longer any excase or
justification for continued excessive indulgence, because THREE DAYS in any
ordinary caae of alcoholism or -“Drink
Habit," up to seven days in more severe

hold dances every Fri-

B. W.
are

Briggs Street

Home—Leydens Sent

ter.

the

Accidents will happen as long as we
are human, and parti
ularljj so while
But the Irritating
we are children.
part about accidents is that we do not
expect them and that they all have one
thing In common—they happen at the
wrong time. When you have no peroxide you cut your finger. When Qharlle
burned bis hand at the bonfire you
were without olive oil or ointment to
soothe the pain. So, the wisest thing
to do is to be prepared for war In
time of peace, to talk in the language
of the day. A good many serious results have been avoided by having a
wound dressed properly in the nick of
time. Every household, and that means
every mother, ought to have a little box. cabinet or other safe place always filled with u few essentials which
will prevent unfortunate consequences.
Antiseptics for small wounds should
tie the first essential.
A small bottle of linseed oil and lime
water oil comes next.
And you know
that it Is thd open blister which sometimes causes tetanus.
Boraclc acid to wash out sores before putting the dressing on Is not to
be dispensed with. Turpentine Is also
a splendid thing against infection of
sores from rusty nails.
Do not let us forget the almost Inevitable bottle of castor oil or milk of
magnesia In case of fever and Indigestion. A small quautity of essence of
peppermint and spirits of ammonia
should also be added, because stcl:
stomach Is a frequeut occurrence with
the little ones. A box of bicarbonate
of soda and one filled with epsom salts

building

Bagaduce chapter,

ESSENTIALS.

“

“'“Bge.Sedgwick;
wmont.

Feb.

Fashioned of nary broadcloth, fastened with novelty buttons, banded, cuffed
and collared with Hudson seal and
belted In a tier, this coat, so warmly
lined with heavy taffeta, makes n
serviceable winter garment for walkThe Jaunty turban, so suitable
ing.
for this kind of coat, has a background
of osprey feathers.

tween

SOME BEE WISDOM.

Tbe ladies’ auxiliary will bold a social at
tbe church Friday evening.
Tbe work on the community building is
getting along as last as the weather per-

•JSSWer

are

i

D.

21.
OTTER CREEK.

Banquet—Charles H. Leland, Cbarlee
“oaltoD, Roy C. Haines, George

kgood.
E'ltv welcome—E. F.
Robinson, Jr, W. J.
ir> H. W. Morang, H.8. Higgins.
Program- Roy C. Haines, C. B. Higgins,
r
Harbor, J. B. Havey, Bullivan.
convention rausic-M. L. Bcott, H. P.
•opkins, W. J. Clark, Jr.
c. Haines, B. T. Bowie,
decorations—Roy
E
Clark, Bar Harbor, J. W. Bcott, Sul-

once

weeks ago, wben
large quantity of bay,

—

C.
M.
mnpbelt snd Henry Saunders, BluebUl.
Equipment-R. E. Cunningham, A. D.
*o«t, J. R. Clark, J. A. Lord and E. T.
■smpbeii, Beal Harbor.
Reception of visitors— Rev. John W.
tole, G. S. Worden, G. C. Pierson, E. C.

at

Ernest

Dirt In the Milk.
Much of the dirt found In milk gets
there during the milking.
Any pail
that will keep out cow hairs, dandruff,
dust, pieces of dried manure, chaff and
hay Is a good pall. The difference be1

become

two

fat.

111

undoubtedly

will

popular.

tarian

•

Police Find Pitiful Condition at

ORLAND.

and their

ladiesatOdd Fellows ball and the Univestry. The guests of honor and
grand officers were entertained at a banquet at the Hancock bouse.
The evening session, open to ladiea of
Pythisna, began at 7.48 o’clock, with a
concert
Pullen’s
by
orchestra, of
Benges Thia was followed by a group of
■ongs by Miaa Bertha Giles, of Ellsworth,
and! drill by Pbinlheas
lodge of Old Town
The grand ball, which cloeed the
day, waa
• brilliant
event, recalling to m<nd the
rovernor’s receptions held in Ellsworth
In former yean. A
banquet waa served at
Wd Fellows bait at intermission.
The success of the affair ia due to the
bard work and effective
planning of the
convent ion officers and the various combmteea, which were aa follows:
The officers of the convention B. E.
b»rk, Bar Harbor, chairman; E. C. Hale,
Sullivan, vice-chairman; E. C. Osgood,
Ellsworth, treasurer; Roy C. Haines, EllaWorth, secretary.
The committees in
charge were as
ol|o*a, the address of local members be“g omitted:

wbo has been caring for
Pearl UaDforth, the past

year, has moved back to bis boms bere.
Gustine Wardwell takes bis place to-day.
L.
Feb. 21.

College of Agriculture.
In many cases soil must be Inoculated with nitrogen gathering bacteria
for alfalfn, and this may be done In
either of two ways, according to the
college. Soil mny 1* procured from an
alfalfa field or a sweet clover patch
and applied at the rate of from 200 to
800 |M>unds an acre to the new Held
Just before sowing. This soil should
not l>e nllowed to dry before It Is apThe other method of Inoculaplied
tion Is by means of cultures, which
may be obtained at cost either from
the I'nltcd States department of agriculture or from the State College of
Agriculture at Cornell.
decorations.
Alfalfa should lie cut when the new
The convention opened at 1.45 o clock,
growth fropi the base of the plant Is
with the following program:
from one to three Inches high, regardPBOOaAM
less of whether the plant Is in bloom
Opesing address, B E Clark, chairman. Bar or
not, so the college authorities stnte.
arbor
This new growth stnrts as the plants
Official city welcome. Mayor A C Hagertby,
reach maturity.
Ellsworth
Care should lie taken not to use alPythian welcome. Roy C Haines, D <J C, Ells*
worth
falfn seed Infested with dodder. I>od
Response, Clarence A Richards, O V G, der seeds mny lie removed. It is said,
Danis rlsootUt
1
by screening the seed In small quanOpening in Rank of Knight, Donaqaa lodge tities
through a 20 by 20 mesh sieve
Bank of Knight, Phinthews lodge, No 74, Old
made of No. .14 wire. Pmlder Infested
Town
Recesa
spots In an alfalfa field should be
Maine's Tribute to the Supreme Chancellor,
closely mowed, the stubble sprinkled
H F Sawyer, G C, Bangor
with kerosene, then covered with dry
Canada's Friendly Greeting. II H McLellan.
hay and burned.
G C, of Maritime Provinces, St John, N B
“Why Pythian* Should be Proud,” Brig 8
Shelter For Brood Sows.
Young. S C, Ada, O
The brood sow should have a com
‘Look Forward, Look Upward, Lend a Hand*
fortable shelter In winter. Good shelFive-minute wddreaaea
“The Order in Maine.” Edgar J Brown, G K
ter. preferably In a cot well supplied
Rand 8, W ale nr i lie
with straw, will contribute to her well
/
“Our Future in Maine.” Charles 8 toilaon,
being, and In that lies strength for
P G C. Portland
The shelter should be
her offspring.
’•The Uniform Hank,” John H Merrill, 8 R,
a
considerable distance from
placed
Livermore Falla
her feeding place lu order that she
“Oar Assurance," K C Piummer, 8 R, Bath
Aids and Helps,” George M Hanson, P 8 C,
may be compelled to take exercise.
Her feed should consist of bulky foods,
Calais
such ns milk, roots and clover tiny and
The afternoon session closed with a
to keep her lu good conbusioes* meeting.
At 8 o’clock supper enough grain
dition without causing her to put on
brought a large delegaA tpecial
Old Town and Bante. of Pythlana from
the famous degree end drill
for. Including
Irtm of Phintheea lodge, of Old Town.
While the member, ol the order were participating in the convention at Hancock
tall in I be afternoon, tbe ladiea ware the
meatsot Inc Bijou and Strand theatres.
Hancock hall, where tbeeonvention wee
Arid, was elaborately decorated with flags
of all nations, Japanese lanterns and parasols, and electric effects. The flags of the
United Slate* and Canada, the State ot
Maine and tbe Knigbta ol Pythias, were
conspicuous. Ropes ol pine and evergreen
and while uhryeantbemuma completed the

B. MOOR, H. B. PHILLIPS.

has pur-

Jobn Snow place, will move
bere in tbe spring. It is now occupied by
Walter Wileon and family.

£|laworth lor the occasion. Other I Information losued by the Now York
who were in atState College of Agriculture.
prominent Pythian,
Paat Supreme Chancellor
tendance were
Alfnlfa will grow on almost any type
ol Ualaia; Grand ChanGeorge M. Hannon,
of productive soil If It Is well drained
of Bangor; Paat
sllor Howard F. Sawyer,
and If It Is not neld. I,line must be ap8. Wilton, ol
Cberlee
Chancellor
Grind
pled to at least three-fourths of Iho
Portland; Grand Vice-Chancellor Clarence cultivated soils of New York If alfalfa
Grand
DemarlacotU.
ol
Richards,
A
Is to be grown successfully. Such aro
and Seal, Edgar J.
g^per of Record,
the statements made In a publication
Re press nWaterville;
Supreme
ol
Brown,
entitled “Alfalfa In New York," reol Bath, and
C.
Plummer,
E.
titires
rently Issued by the New York State
H. Maxwell, of Livermore Falla.
train

H.

chased tbe

in

Jotm

|

grandparents, Fred F. Wardwell and wife.

HOW TO GROW ALFALFA.

I

%

Farming has steadily robbed the soil of its natural fertility, and to Ineure good oraa
every year this natural fertility must be restored. The only sure way of doing tine
is by feeding the soil nature's real plant food made out of animal substanoee.
Lowell Animal Fertilisers offer this food in its most highly concentrated form of
BONE. BLOOD. MEAT, with high-grade chemicals.
Oet Lowell Animal Fertilizers from your dealer. It'a a sure way to have good crops
every year. Write us for booklet telling how 1916 eropa can be grown without potash.

here.

know tbat

lour hundred Pythlana. many of

^tm-n
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NEWS

E

BOSTON

ME.RCHAN'

COMMISSION

WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCTS
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes
Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
and Shipping instructions, etc., s-.-nt free

^Professional Came

])

R.

asorrusniitiila

f7p.

l

affin,

DENTIST
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG.
ROOM

8

son

erished.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla relieves all
these ailments. Ask your druggist
for this medicine and get it today.
It is the old reliable medicine that
bas stood the teat for forty years,—
that makes pore, rich blood—that
■trengthens every organ and builds
up the whole system. It is ths sll-

the-year-round blood-purifier and
health-giver. Nothing alas sets like
it, for nothing else is likt it; so be
sore

to

get Hood’s.

Maine

Ellsworth,

L IC E

IT.

SCOT T

SPKCIALTY WADF OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuiou Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of i-ortand, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Honda

▲gent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). F.IN worth. Me.

J)R.

WILLIAM SEMPLE
OSTEOPATH

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Conoaltation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Addreaa, Butern Trait Bide- Bangor. Main*
Telephone! IMi and 70S-1

When the mailorder house finds

a

town whose local merchants do not ad
vertise, it fattens it* catalogue mailing

list.

home to live with hia daughter. He
NEWS jj also
Charles, in California.

(OUNTY

B.

Feb. 21.
WEST

Ezra G. Mason, of Bar Harbor, has been
visiting his sister, Mrs. J. M. Mason.

Mrs.

of tbe

sented the
to a large audience. The parts
taken. A dance followed.

Linus Coggan, of Boston, is in town.
Miss C. Mary Curtis is at home fora

to

illness of her

the serious

funeral of Benjamin Q. Saunders
1
was held at the chapel Feb. 15, Rev. Mr.
Mr.
Saunders was
! Gahm officiating.
i seventy-three years of age. He was twice
married. His tlrst wife was Miss Aidie
i Lufkin.
Two daughters were born to
| them, of whom Mrs. Vergilia Gray survives. Pis second wife was Miss Selina
Davis, who, with one son, William, sur-

next
Wednesday of last week. The
picnic lunch will be with Mrs. Williams,
on March 15.
JULIA CLARK HOLDEN.
warm friends here and else-

MRS.

Lufkin has been called

E.

The

Tbe ladies’ aid society of the Congregational church held an all-day session

The many

SURRY.

short visit.

father, John Oliver.

well

were

I.

Bucksport by

high school precomedy, “Prof. Pepp” Feb. 16,

Tbe students

|

four brothers and

leaves

He

vives him.

For the Children

BLUE HILL.

_

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

—T

NEWS r

COUNTY

leaves

a bod

,

Littla

Miss Olive Chase spent
week in Portland.

a

few

days

last

charter member

of

the

Carolyn and Edward Snowman are
visiting their mother, Mrs. Sadie SnowThe Bluebill Fire Co. has elected the
B. Gray,
Norman
following officers:
chief engineer; William Stover, first assistant; Ervin W. Carter, second assistant;
Henry A. Saunders, clerk; Harry Hinck-

The funeral

Tuesday,

were

Owing

held at the Clark home
15, Rev. Mr. Walker offici-

was

Feb.

Jasper

The

Bupper

A

success.

Miss Ruth Allen

is

with Miss Ramsdell

for

home

guest

Charles

at

of Chelsea,
P. Simpson’s.

a

Mrs.

weir here
Annie

in

the

at

spring.

Remick

is

visiting

her

closed Feb. 12.

spending a vacation
Connecticut.
Feb. 2i.

in

Massachusetts ami

Are.

j

Walter Fletcher, wife and little son
Leo, of Brewer, spent the week-end here. |
Mrs. Corydon Richardson, of Bar Harand

bor,

Mrs.

Jewett,

Helen

of

New

home of his
what

I

Wiukumpaugh

there this

season

the first mill
Mrs.

was

this

been

visiting

gor.

Brewer,

is

some-

improved.

Feb. IS.

C.

French,
who

the oldest

had

man

Members of the Golden Rule society met
with their president, Mrs. Alsriha .Moore

|I Havey, Wednesday,

in this

been

section,
living with bin
daughter, Mrs. Eliza White, on the Long
Pond road the past twjo years, died Feb. 18.
Mr. French married Miss Lizzie Gross, j

with a large attendDinner was served and an enjoyable
day is reported.
Feb. 21.
M.

j

a

young

Pond settlement.

man, and lived in
Later be lived in

fornia many years,
here frequently.
years ago.

visiting
His wife

his old
died

About two years ago he

Long
Cali-

*

while chopping wood Friday, cut bis foot badly, and ib confined to
the house.
The three-act drama “Pottersville Postwill he presented by
the high
pupils Friday evening, in the town

office”,

many

school
hall.

came

SURRY,

Dolph Kane,

home

Feb. 21.

l.

Sh#K« Into Your Shoe*
Allen's Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the sting out of corns and bunions.
Over lOO.OOe packages are being used by the
German and Allied troops at tbe front. Sold
everywhere, 25c.

Can’t look well, ext well, or feel well with
impure blood. Keep the blood pure with
Burdock Blood Bitters. Eat simply, take exercise, keep clean, aud good health is pretty
sufe to follow, fl.no a battle.— 4rirt

£t)t>rrti«cmnu»
^

recently

are

j

MOUNT DESERT.
Mrs. Addie Yaruura
Harbor.
Mrs. Lewis
a

Ktade

Bar

home from

is

returned

has

from

visit in Bar Harbor.

Feb. 21.

Tango.
MT. DESERT FERRY.

W. W. Jellison and Joseph Brinkworth
are at Tunk pond cutting wood.
son

Ernest

days

last week.

and
few-

a

Feb. 21.

of

C.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

Miss Evelyn Colwell, of Steuben,
recent guest of Mrs. \V. F. Brace.
Mrs. Samuil Brow

n

is

was a

C.
BAYSIDE.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Whitney Co. are
gelling ready to start lumbering on their
Bayside farm this week.
Feb. 19.
R.
Trouble*.
Eczema quickly yield
to the soothing and heating qualities of L)..
Hobson's
Eczema
Ointment.
No ma:ter
where located, bow bad or long standing. Dr.
Hobs n s
Eczema Ointment
will remove
every trace <>f the ailment. It will restore
the skin to its natural softness—don't be embarrassed by having your child's face disfigured with blemishes or ugly scars. Use
Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment. It’s guaranteed.
No cure, uu pay. 60c. at your Druggist.
Kaby’n

Skin

Pimplfcs-Eruption*

Googins

is

visiting in Franklin.

Mrs. Charles Stew art is

A
^
_AJ/V C//UA4. I

seriously ill.

Feb. 21.

Anon.

EXPLAINS WHY MEN

AREGROWING BALD
Thousands of men are
growing bald
every d*T and don't Know the reason
of
them
why. Many
never expect to
save even what hair is left.
This is
indeed
a
pity say8
specialist, because baldness usually
comes from earelesr.m-ss, anil
anyone
who gives the scalp a Utile
attention
should alway have an abundance
of
good healthy hair. Dost and uirt help
to cause baldness by dogging the
imie*
ill the scalp and giving the
dandruff
germs fertile ground for breeding.
The
treatment
is
very
simple(shampoo at least once In ten dam and
destroy the dandruff germs by apply,
ing frequently Pat istau Sage, a delight
fully r theient preparation that
A. Parcher is now leoommendingasthe
sinesl treatment to stop falling hair
to remove dandruff and to refresh and
invigorate the hair roots.
The cost of a generous bottle of
Parisian "age is very little, and
drug,
gists everywhere I ave been am honied
to offer it w ith guarantee of
perfect
satisfaction or money returned.

UeoVgj

YOUR SPARE CASH

I

itn't

h« re a: out jour f*rLefi with thm lu»nk.
absolutely protected, and »**rnlfifmore dol la re all tbe tin* !

non or

|t

anj
home.

m

in

Hancock Co

Savings Bank, Ellsworth

-PXRKkfFs-

"The Trades of the Dumb.”
There was a box sociable in circle hall
Any number of children can play this Friday evening. Proceeds for the minisgame, and it is amusing and interest
ter.
lng. Let one player repair to the bull
Feb. 14.
M.
or to another room and decide what
trade lie will represent. When ready
actmiiimmt*
he knocks on the door and enters.
Without a word or a smile he begins
by motions to show wliat his chosen
trade is. Perhaps he Is a carpenter.
Then lie pretends to hammer nails, to
saw or plane a board.
Perhaps he is a
coachman. In that case he makes lie
lieve to drive a horse, to turn a carriage or make the steed go. A tailor
sews and cuts imaginary cloth and
tries on garments.
A painter goes
through the motions of painting. di|c
ping an unseen brush Into a pretended
pail and spreading the paint on wall ot
floor.
There are other trades.
One.
may be a musician, a policeman, sweep- i
er. dressmaker, milliner, farmer, butch
er, baker, grocer or sailor.
If the player laughs or answers or
speaks he must pay a forfeit when
the game is over. The other players
try their best by, making funny remarks to cause him to laugh and lose
his dumbness, and he has to lie very
alert not to get caught answering some

HAIR BALSAM

A

lolUt preparation of turrit

Helps to eradloal* dAndmff.
For RMtoriiM Color and
Brooty to Gray or Faded Hair
Me. and fLO**i I>run *u.

essmi

failiug rapidly.

Feb. 21.

Merle

j

accident

daughter, Mrs. James Hickey, in Minneapolis, where sne fell down stairs,
breaking the leg that was already maimed.
Fe b. 21.
Y.

Hubbard.

young miss In the picture, who I* so
CAPE ROSIER.
gayly taking advantage of tbe fun
provided by a fall of snow. Is Miss
The output of the mine continues saiiaFrances bobbins, daughter of Mr. Hen
factory.
ry Pelham bobbins. She Is making the
William Veague and wife have gone to
most of the snow.
Lying flat on hei
New York.
speedy sled, she Is dashing down the
hill, shouting to those in her path to ; Henry F»aketnan spend a few days la^t
clear the way.
Such scenes are very we k in Belfast.
Common in New York city this winter,
Mrs. Charles Blake, w ho has been workas old King llorcus lias been kind
fo^ Alvarado Gray, has returned home.
enough to send his snow sprites to dis ing
O.
Feb. 19.
tribute his favors iu the big town. 1
Grown people don’t care so very much !
OAK POINT.
for snow In the city, but the little peoHarry Alley spent the week-end in Bar
ple think it’s splendid fnn.
Harbor.

va-

Saunders

painful

the

Beryle

years.

Snow In Central park. New York city,
a great source of pleasure to the
little people who live in tbe vicinity of
The
the city’s greatest playground.
is

sustained at the home of her

George Hopkins
Trenton, were here

ance.

John

when

in

Toe engagement is announced of Doris,
daughter of Airs G. F. Hooper, to Orlando
Martin, of Bangor.

week.
hauled

in Ban-

Leroy,

WEST SULLIVAN.

that there has been since
built there in 1903.

Warren Moore is

son

she

Lizzie

of

Sylvia

Burkhart met with

Mrs. Everett Googins are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, bom Feb. 20. This baby represents the fifth generation in this family,
the great-great-grand me ther now living
m
Bangor at the age of aeventy-eigbt

Photo by American Press Association.

a

Mrs.

learn

to

and

NORTH HANCOCK.

school

Friends of
grieved

Emery

Mr. and

NORTH LAMOINE.

Miss
She is

AMHERST.

W. C. Ingalls expects to start operations
•t his mill at

high

Brooksville gave

and

Five.”
Feb. 21.

Sun-

at the church

William

Springer
Dorothy Young, Wednesday and formed
an
embroidery club, called the “Jolly

_

the home of Mrs. Annie Remick.

Wallace’s school

NORTH ORLAND.

The largest cut of logs has

baptized

were

A

Mass.,

visiting in Boston.
H.

a

Harbor, is with

of Bar

and Beatrice

students of Booth
drama, “The Dutch
Detective,” Thursday evening at Riverside
ball, to a full bouse. Dancing followed.
Feb. 21.
H.
The

Jersey, are visiting their parents, Andrew
village aid society will serve supper
i Gregg and wife.
at the hall March 3, followed by a proElbridge Treadwell, who suffered a
gram, including a farce, “Aunty,” and
shock several weeks ago, while at the
dancing.
Feb. 21.

Nine

Woodlocke.

The

Miss Ida Bennis is

N. M. Robbins is home for

MdDonald

file

Gautz.
Mrs.

grandparents,

wife.

cation.

daughter Ruth in Bangor.

her

Sibley,

Miss Anna
a

build

week,

a

visor of music.

is

Joseph Leighton,
his

J. A. Closson is home from Tulsa, Okla..
where he has been visiting his son Kirk

surprise party was given Miss Palfor mira Wallace, the school teacher, recently
I

guest.
Mrs. Lena Joy is visiting in Boston.
The high school will present the operetta “Polished Pebbles” Thursday evening at K. of P. hall. West Sullivan, under
the direction of Miss Jane Jones, superas

have gone to Bar Harbor.

SEDGWICK.

New

MARLBORO.

bountiful

worth, furnished excellent music
dancing. Net proceeds, $14.35.

from

Mr. Myrick of South Gop Ids boro, will

The V. I. orchestra,
Walter Clark, jr., of Ells-

by

home

1

rni-m

Anbura, Maine.

Mrs. Ethel Eaton and daughter Hope

day morning.

served.

was

assisted

great

is

Feb. 21.

|'SULLIVAN HARBOR.
sixth^annual men’s Sorosis**Friday
was a

Hutchins

Brunswick.

take the journey from his home in Augusta.
J. M. M.
Feb. 21.

evening

there

ments served.

ating. The elder brother, Capt. Thomas
Clark, by reason of ill health, was unable to

I

Saturday,

the storm

to

meeting of the O. E. S. The next
meeting will be held March 4, when the
degrees will be conferred and refresh-

meet

Write.

PARTRIDGE DOVE.

was no

freely

sympathy
band”,
given to the needy and afflicted.!
aid and

a

Children

of the

thl

man.

Frances

Ever ready to “lend

Willard W. C. T. U.

one

,Bol,”

Coasting In Now York.

Julia Clark Holden were one sister. Mr. Saunders had long been ley, treasurer.
The Bluehill military band will give a
grieved to learn of her death Saturday a member of the Free W’ill Baptist
evening, Feb. 12, at the home of her j church. He was a kind husband and concert and ball in the town ball Saturbrother, Eben Clark, at Bass Harbor, father, and the bereaved family ;has the day, March 4. The band will be assisted
where she was spending the winter, ten- i
by Miss Elisabeth Griudle, soloist, and
sympathy of all.
Mrs. Twining and Miss Grindle, pianists.
L*
derly cared for by her sisters, A.ias Isabel !
Feb. 21.
Although
The orchestra will play as one number a
Clark and Mrs. Kate Pray.
BASS HARBOR.
selection composed by Guy L. Carter.
Mrs. Holden had been failing in health
several years, her quiet cheerfulness and
Eugene Dix, jr., fell in the water near Howard Osgood will be floor manager.
1
made
one
forH.
Dec. 21.
strong desire to be helpful
the coal wberf recently, and narrowly
get that the frail body could not long escaped drowning.
of
her
CASTINE.
news
hold the brave spirit, and the
(Jlire, wife of Frank Galley, died Tburshome going was a sad shock to her friends
Mrs. E. H. Carpenter is in Boston.
day night, aged about seventy-two years.
Harbor,
and neighbors at Southwest
Mrs. Clarence Wheeler has gone to New
She was of retiring disposition, and had
where she had spend so many years as the
been a semi-invalid for many years. All York to spend several weeks with her
helpmate of her husband, Cummings who bad the pleasure of knowing her, husband.
Holden, in the management of the Lhrigo loved her. She leaves, besides her husRalph Wardwell has recently purchased
hotel. After his death, when her adopted
band, to whom she had been married the old steamboat wharf, with buildings,
eon, Schuyler Clark, became proprietor, more than
fifty years, two sons, Fred and shore privilege and garage.
Bhe looked carefully after the details of
Holsey Galley.
The Odd Fellows gave a social Friday
domestic affairs until ill health compelled
Feb.
21._X. Y. Z. evening. A fine program was rendered,
her to relinquish the care.
and refreshments were served.
She was a woman of sterling worth.
PENOBSCOT.
A pleasant meeting of the relief corps
Purity and goodness shone in her face, and
The students of Clark high school w ill
was held at the G. A. R. hall Thursday
her beautiful Christian devotion seemed
present the drama, “Professor Pepp,** alf
to surround her with an atmosphere of town
night. Supper was served, after which a
hall, Thursday evening, March 2.
was rendered.
Baintly peace. The temperance cause was
There will be a dance at town hall pleasing program
dear to the heart of Mrs. Holden, and she
Feb. 21.
G.
Feb. 26.
a

I And worms

Har- I of children’s disease*-either pinworm.
Howard Curtin ban returned
These panotitt—
stomach worms.
*?r
bor. Hit mother, Mrs. I urti', though
mcir presence felt
,hr"«
still confined to her bed, ia improving
i deranged etom.ch,
daily.
f upper lip, sour
etotnirh.ni,,
of
South
and
family,
Charles Orcutt
me
brentb, bird
T.
John
the
are
Brcoksville,
occupying
belly with occasional
rl
purchased by
Haskell place, recently
||inga and palna about
L.
Capt. Elmer Orcutt from Mrs. Harriet
Trade Mark navel, pale face of laden ti„»
Curtis, of Ellsworth. Mr. Orcutt’s mother, eves heavy «»d dull, twitching
Mrs. Helen Orcutt and bn brother Merle
itching of the none, itching of the rectum
short dry cough, grinding of the teeth
are witt) the family at present.
little red point* sticking out on
Fred Coggins is at home from New starting during aleep, slow fever. tongnT
For over flO years l>r. True'* Elixir th*
Bedford.
Family Laxative and Worm
mv
The community feels deep sympathy for fat her’* discovery, has been Expeller,*
the
standard
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ,'andage, of Ston- rem* dy for worms, stomach disorder*
and
reconstipation troth for children and adult*
ington, formerly of this place, in the
Mr. Wm. L. Wylie, of Houston, Text*
cent death of their only son, Harvey
writes: “1 want to sav that Dr. True'.
Leamon, by accidental shooting.
E'ixir is certainly • fln«* medicine.”
.n
Tramp.
Feb. 20.
dealers’, 35c, 60c »nd fl.OO. Advise* frl
”•
to Bar

where of Mrs.

was

Diseases of

SOUTH SUKKY.

Robbina

Mict

Sbbmuraunm.

XEWfe.

NTY

( ()

question

—

or

suggestion.

j

j

mi

"Parcel Po«t.”

Players sit in a circle. Each i>erson Is supposed to be a package and

is given a number. One i>ersou blindfolded 1s in the center.
If there are
more than fifteen players there
may
be two or more players blindfolded.
When the players in the center call
two or more numbers the players an
swerlng to those numbers shall ex
change places and are liable to lie
caught by the center players during
the exchange. When the center
players become tired trying to catch
anyone they may call. “General
delivery!"
At one* every one jumi>s up and runs
for a new seat.
When a player is
caught he becomes the blindfolded oue.
Each oue keeps the same number
throughout the game.

■ISliSifBjH
j

1

Potato Peeling Race.
A potato iieeling race is good fun if
the party is informal and the guests
not too dalutily ciad. The hostess
provides a clean potato for each guest. !
and at a signal aii start peeling at
once.
The one who gets through first
and produces an uuliroken jieel gets
the prize. This Is more fun than an
apple peeling contest because of tbe
little knots and eyes In the potatoes.

J

I

_

The Cooky Cat.
Grandmamma made a cooky cat,
Brown and spicy and round and fat.
She set It up on the pantry shelf.
Safe and sound, and said to herself,
"Tomorrow morning when Bobby cornea
1*11

give

him

that

cat

and

some

plums.'*
And
For

grandmamma

glad.
Bobby

waa

smiled

such

a

still

was

E.
THE

sugar

felt

1

G.

MOORE

REXALL

STORE

very

dear little lad.

But, alas, when the house
The cooky

and

We have the exclusive
selling rights for this great laxative.
Trial size, 10 cents.

|

dark and

■new
I

felt a sudden thrill,
For she heard the patter of tiny mice
Nearer and nearer they slyly came
The cooky cat trembled through all her
frame.
They climbed to the shelf on which she
aat.
Alas, alas, for the cooky cat!
She pleaded for mercy. The mice said:
cat

■

THE BEST FARMS
are

IlllilB

"Nay,

For ‘torn about* is, you see, fair play.
!
A cat will always eat mice and that
Makes It fair for tha mice to aat the cat!'*
—St. Nicholas,

j

England!
■

Animal Fertilizers
the

when* the soil is kept in best condition.
New England Animal
Fertilizers will not only keep your
soil in prime condition, but
more and more
they will grow
profitable
and MEAT is nature's realcrops every year. That’s because BONE. BLOOD
treatment for fertile soil.
Let our booklet tell
you how profitable
crops were grown in 1816 without
potash. See our dealer or
address
ENGLAND FERTILIZER
COMPANY. Baslae.
ones

H
K

HH|

Meaa.^^^^^H|

I

j
!

aubmiMmiiua.

For

Expedients

June

Making

Them Passable.

drag the earth highways
*°

T#wporsry R«P*ir*

Ro,d*

The nervous system is the alarm
system
of the human body.
In perfect health we
hardly realise that
we have a network of
nerves, but when
health is ebbing, when
strength is declining, the same nervous system gives the
alarm in headaches,
tiredness, dreamful
sleep, irritability and unless corrected,
leads straight to a breakdown.
To correct
nervousness, Scott’s Emulsion is exactly what you should
take; its
*ct9 ,ato lhe Mood and
"<Tv?Ut?mcnt
rich blood feeds the
tiny nefvc-cells while
the whole system
responds to its refreshing tonic force. It is free from alcohol.
Scott & Downe. Bloomfield. N.
J.

to

Is

Makeshift.

agriculture.)
to road* are or
Temporary repairs
to emergen
be
conflhed
should
|t lesst
In proportion to the ne„ measures.

obtained temporary work Is a)
eiicnslve and Is never Justified

«TS

conditions.

Unusual

con-

by ordinary
often occur to plague
iltiona. however,
for example, the clostbf road man.
to traffic Ik*
HU of a main highway
n*pnlr or washttm of construction.
throw n lienvy tr.if
mis may suddenly
on 11 little used and
be for a short time
unimproved highway. Clear-

probably
in

j

such

a

case

temporary expedients

legitimate.

ire

Tic most common troubles met with
this kind an* mudboles
U a case of
iu,| ruts If the soil Is heavy and dust
soil Is light or
sad loose sand If the

node

gumbo road mudholes
As
the most trouble.
inter la absolutely necessary for the
ntstence of a mudbole. any treatment.
On

clay

a

osually

or

cause

MmUOLBH CAUBK MUCH THOCULM.

vhcther tcuijH>rary or permanent lu
character. m at provide for getting l I
Df the water.
The tirst step Is. there
fore, to dig a trench to the s.ue ami al
ow the wntcr and mud to drain
T
lecmary. open up also the aid
litches
Furthermore, remove all o
hesoft mud left In the mudhole. Th«
>>rtuiu of the trench should Ik* 111 lee
Mth broken stone or coarse gravel. *•
t*.» iu.j\. c u drain to
prevent an.,
“urther a* cumulation of water. <liu>
■I is the best material for tilling ihe
Did mudhole.
if gravel Is not avail
il'ie use the best earth at hand, tamp
Qg it down In three or four hi b lay
irs* ^ possible,
spread a little gravei
•rsand over the new till, which should
* made
slightly higher than the ad
•>ining road surface. The beat treat
B<?ut of all, however, is to
keep the
Irainage in good condition. Serious
*iudh"les win then rarely develop.
t try to till a mudhole without
^
draining out the water and re
t'^lug the s'lft mud. Don’t try to till
1 *ith
large stones, because If this Is
■m* there
will soon be two mudhole*
sr» ad of
one. Don’t try to till a mud
to‘e w*th
sods or similar materia’

kbkh absorb*
<Ju ttn

water

readily.

t'arth or gravel road ru»swr*
treated with the* drag. Don’t bt
of dragging too often
during »«
a u*'
sr*«ll. If ii thin coat of sand or
1h‘ 141*read over the road surface
ei» It has beeu
softened by rain and
w°rked in by traffic and a liberal
lse °f the
drag a poor earth road can
* mu-h
Unproved and made to carry
ler,v ^eaT.r traffic for a short time.
n
contract to the clay or guiub'""a roai1 8l'es least trouble
iih
K ne( weatbtr.
On so ml j roadu
r Wng that
will prevent the free
remprg of the sa'id particles will tors up
long BS the n|t(j js ,jam,,
'Iurf:,ce tension of the capillary
er >ct* us
a hinder and holds the
rate grains
of sand In place. All
8
8hould. therefore, be directed
the sandy places
■oma *ir*'ent'n8
rvln,: °ut or toward adding some
r; The addition of clay furnishes
‘Ire hinder and Is
really the best
.j moat
Permanent treatment.
Tl*
ld. °n of
any flhrons material, such
raw’ sPont
tanbark, sagebrush oi
ln
"oodles |g of value and, when
on the road
and covered with

^

^taid

^

,.

Dead

united State. department of

r«l by

[mp*1

Justifi.d,

l”"* *®nd
fnrf“ce' Will
[aasable

allowed to work
make an almosl
sand road fairly good foi
But 'be best way to treat a
wbether on a clay or a sand
treat 11 be,ore It gets bad.
atten"o'i to small Injuries
later Prolonged attention
ten,'ve repairs to serlons damor

Easy

By DONALD CHAMBERLIN
We lived In

a

house situated

on

a

park. I usisl to walk In the park a
Ro<si deal and when the weather admitted often sat rending on a bench
located near the park wall. A row of
houses balked up against the other
side of the wall, anil one morning I
saw a pretty girl sitting at a second
•tory window doing some fancy work.
The situation suggested flirtation;
but, though I kept my eye on the girl
without cessation. I could not detect
from her actions that she was conscious of my presence.
When I had
remained on the bench so loug that I
felt to remntn longer would seem as If
1 wore watching her I withdrew.
I was telling my sister Kate about
ray observation and regretting that I
could not win a single glance from my
beauty.
“How do you know you didn’t?” ask»h1 Kate.
“How do I know?
Why. she kept
her eyes on her work ail the while.”
"Humph! I once sat In a window
and kept my eyes fixed on a young
man in a window opposite without his
knowing it.”
“How did you do it?”
“By a mirror.”
“You don’t mean it!
Is that the
way girls do?**
“When they want to.”
“I don't believe this girl wants to.”
“1*11 go with you some time, and if
I can get a look at her I’ll let you
know whether her indifference is assumed or not.”
Kate went with me. and luckily the
girl was sitting at the window. The
latter did not scruple to look down
upon us quite frequently.
“She seems to l>e more interested in
you.” I said, “than she is in me.”
“No; she's interested in you. When
you were alone she would not appear
Now that I am here she
to notice you.
Is making up for lost time.”
You must
“The dickens you say!
come hen* with me even* day.”
If you haven’t
“Indeed. I will not
the courage to manage tlie affair yourself you’ll have to let It drop.”
“What shall I do next?”
Kate thought a moment, then told
me to send a box of cut flowers anony-

mously.

I***’
hm'aws’i 1°
)au

^

ad
M

pi!'*"1

about it”
“Well,” an Id the son, “I hope you
came out as well as I did."—Indies'
Home Journal.

ThouglitlM»n«M.

H« Hsd Painted Too.

1

waa

as

easy

as

Wear Warm Clothestin Winter and
Take One
Half Traspoonful of
Rheunia Once a Day To Drive
Rheumatic Poisons from
Dispatch.
Your System.
Sufferers can get a measure of relief
8ti 11 Wore*.
Kathryn—I hear that you anld I wa» by keeping tbe feet dry, drinking
plenty ol lemonade and avoiding aldouble faced.
coholic beverages, but if you really
Ivlttye—I never did. I merely said want to
get rid of iheumatism with
you were double chinned.—New York all its
agony, pain anil misery you
Globe.
must drive from your system every
bit of poisonous secretions that lodge
'i&Dbrrttannme
in the joints and muscles.
O. A. Parcher and all diuggists
are now offering
to the public fur
about 50 cents a piescription called
Hlieoma that is so powerful that
within two days alter you take the
first dose you will feel that the uric
acid poison is leaving; your body.
Itlieuma seldom fails; it overcomes
The symptoms of kidney snd bladder the
torturing pain, limbers up and
troubles are often very distressing and reduces stiff, swollen joints and drives
leave the system in a run-down condition. ttie soreness from n flamed muscles.
The kidneys seem to suffer most, as alAnybody can try it, for it is free from
If two 50most every victim complains of lame opiates and is haimless.
cent bottles don't prove that yon can
back and urinary troubles which should
get rid of rheumatism or neuritis fornot be neglected, as these danger signals
ever, your money is waiting at your
often lead to dangerous kidney troubles.
druggist’s.
Dr. Kilmer’s 8wamp-Root which soon
"Oh. yes I can." said the young counme paint the
barn one summer.”
St. Louis Post
—

DRUG USERS
WE GUARANTEE

amount

However, if you w’ish ftiat to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a

sample

When

bottle.

mention

the

writing

be

Ellsworth

paid

to any

REFUND of

patient

who is

full
not

with

treatment

sure

Weekly j

URIC AC!O
SOLVENT
FREE

any

our

money may be deposited in
For
upon same conditions.

or

bank

private

references to cured patients and
information, call or address the Neal
Institute, 147 Pleasant Ave., Portland, Me.
Phone

4216,

or

nearest

one

Doses)
c

Ensuranrc StaUm.nts.
(iKKMAM.V

fire

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1915.
Real estate,
35 814 74
$
685.382 00
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
73.120 17
Stocks and bond-',
3,39i,3t.5 13
Cash iu office and bank,
263,<02 17
309,725 14
Agents’balances,
Interests and rents,
44 2U99

SAVE BY MAIL!
Many hundreds ofour patrons find
it simple and safe to do business
with us by mail. So will YOU.

druggists.

Ask for details.

Han. Co. Savings BANK, Ellsworth

QUARRIES, FACTORY
TIONS,

dross assets,
Deduct Hems not admitted,

MILL SITES,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$4,690,825
C. W. & F. L. MASON. AGENTS.

LOCAFARMS,

on

tbe line of the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

A Standard Family Remedy

give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start In life. !

For Ordinary Grip;
For All Catarrhal Conditions:
For Prevention of Colds.

Undeveloped

|

For the Convalescent;
For that Irregular Appetite;
For Weakened Digestion.

Powers,
Material,

Water

Unlimited Raw

Await

Farming

SURETY COMPANY,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1915.
Real estate.
66.3*9 00
$
86,692 82
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
56,307 07
Stocks and bonds.
7,191.819 00
Cash in office and bank,
1,713.283 23
728,470 31
Agents' balances,
2 to
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
76,366 52
All other assets,
408,760 17
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$10,828,08412
377,188 17

Admitted assets,
$ 9,950.894 95
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1915.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

and

Good

93

NATIONAL

and CAMPS
Located

$4,802,.*64 34
121.74841

Admitted asse's,
$4 680,815 93
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1915.
Net unpaid losses
$ 144,524 44
Unearned premiums,
1,951.115 65
All other liabilities,
252.804)10
Cash espi al,
50U,n€0 00
1.832 375 84
Surplus over ail liabilities,

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

Peruna has been the household remedy of hosts
of people for the last fifty years. The testimony of
those who have used Peruna proves it to he

Land

Total liabilities and

Development.

surplus,

$9,960,894 96

EQUITABLE FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.

Does

your

family medicine

curs

keep

Done your family
stop a winter or
eough?
Doea your family madieina increase tbs
appetite sad stimulate digestion?
.■mm«

You Use?

producing
colds?

I

bowels regular without
physie action.

Penine keeps the
a

Peruna is one of the best cold remedies
tbs market.
Parana
old

be relied
young.

can
or

Perans has

no

upon to

ssperior

as a

atop

ou

eough ia

tooio for the

appetite end digestion.

THE PERUNA COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OHIO
ItoM who object to liquid medicinal will find Pcnum Tablet*
ilninlli for Catarrhal Condition*.

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

PkOVIDKNCB, B. I.

AB8ET8 DEC. 81,1915.
Real estate,
$ 101,180 00
106,6i 0 00
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds.
1.087,989 00
Cash in office and bank,
09,971 26

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
j
J

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
FRED A. FOSTER, late of MOUNT DESERT,
in the couuty of
Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate ot said
deceased are desired to presen: the same for
settlement, aud all indebted thereto are lequesied to make payment immediately.
Sakah P. Foster.
February 8, 1916.

Agents’balances,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

PORTLAND. MAINE.
Many People 11 >0*1 Know
A sluggish liver can cause a person an
awfnl lot of misery.
Spells of dizziness,
headaches, constipation and biliousness are
Take
sure sigus that your liver needs help.
Dr. Kiug’a New Life Pilla and see how they
help tone up the whole system. Fine for the
Purifies the
Aids digestion.
stomach too.
blood aod clears the complexion. Only 25c.
at your Druggist*

25.940 81
13,588 16
649 01

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

|

$1,365^68 28
60,610 18

Admitted assets,
$1,295,258 05
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1916.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 61,099 28
Unearned premiums,
276,556 86
All other liabilities,
4,273 75
Cash capita),
509,000 00
468,328 16
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and
C. W. 6k F. L.

subscriber bereoy gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisof the estate of
CLYDE L. EASTMAN, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persors
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Theodore H. Smith.
February 8,1916.

rpHE
he
1

INSURANCE CO.,

NEW YORK.

that condition.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1915.
Those sufferers who are In and ont oi
Real estate,
$ 738.663 02
bed half a dozen times at night will ap720,250 00
preciate the rest, comfort and strengtt Mortgage loans,
Stocks and boi ds,
our treatment gives.
5,391.626 75
For every form o:
570,272 68
bladder trouble, scalding pains, or weak- Cash in office ann bank,
588,785 89
Agents’balances.
ness, Its action la really wonderful.
Interests and rents,
51,860 50
lie strong, well and vigorous, with n<
All other assets,
15,996 03
more pains from stiff Joints, sore muscles
rheumatic suffering, aching back, or kid
dross assets,
$8,076,844 87
ner or bladder troubles.
Deduct items not admitted,
47,193 03
The Williams Treatment conquers kidney and bladder diseases, rheumatism am
Admitted assets,
$8,029,651 84
all uric add troubles, no matter ho*
chronic or stubborn.
If you have nevei
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1915.
used The W.iniams Treatment, we will glv«
Net unpaid losses,
$ 285.927 75
one 50c. bottle (32 dosee) for your own aw
Unearned premiums,
3,558,971 56
free.
Contains no alcohol or habit form
All other liabilities,
95,396 37
Ing drug. Does net affect the heart.
Cash capital.
1,000 010 00
©end this notice with your name anc
over all liabilities,
3.109 356 16
Surplus
and
10c.
to
address,
;>u.i
help
distribution
to
The
Dr
expenses,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$8 4.29,661 84
A #»Vllllauis
I>.
Company, Dept. 312*1*
C. W. & F. L. MASON.
New Post Office
Block.
East Hampton,
Yoa will receive by parcel post t
Conm
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
regular 50c. bottle (32 doses), without cliurgv I
and without Incurring any obligations. Out
bottle only to a family or address.
AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE CO.,

The Experience of Others
With Peruna Is A Safe
Guide to Follow

use

subscriber
r|^HE
JL she has been

I

Just because you start the day worried
tired, stiff legs and arms and muscle*
aching head, burning and bearing dowi
pains In the back—worn out before tne daj
begins—do not think you have to stay U

given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
the same for
present
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Meda P. Candace.
February 8, 1916.

of

The merchant who doe* not advertise in
dull season makes tt more profitable for
those who do advertise.

Uailtoabs ant) Steamboats.

now

1

60 Neal institutes In Principal Cities.

i_—■

you

j

an

Polishing a Stool Knifo.
steel knife is much stained take
• piece of raw potato and dip it In
powdered batli brick, advises the SciRub the blade of
entific American.
the knife well with this and then dip
You
It In hot water and wipe dry.
will be surprised at the brilliancy of
the steel.

Family Medicine Do

]

and

fl&brrtietmtntg.

What

gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

estate of

a

—

Pm the family medicine
the bowels regular?

subscriber nereby

she has been
j THE
tratrix of the

full

50 Cent Bottle (32

OP FOKKCLOMJRE
Edith D. Kane and John W.
Bluehiil, Hancock
county.
by
mortgage deed dated
April 17, a. d. 1905 and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, book 419, pave 248, conveyed
to bdw rd E. Chase, of said Bluehiil, two certain lots or parcels of land situated in said
Bluehiil and bounded and described as follows:
1st lot:
Described in a warranty deed from
John W. Kaue to Edith D K*ne. dated April
5. a d. 1894. and recorded in Hancock registry
in book 281, page 238, to which deed anc record
thereof reference may be had for a p • rticular
desc.iption. 2nd lot. The old town hall lot,
so cal.ed, neing situated on the westerly side
of the highway leading from BlueLill village
to Bucksport, and
rounded southerly aud
westerly by land of said Edith D. Kane, and
northerly by land of the heirs of Nathan
Osgood; and whereas the s«id Edward E.
Chase, by his assignment dated December 20,
a. d. 1907. assigned and transferred said mortgage deed and the debt thereby secured to
the Bluehiil academy, a corporation existing
by law and haviDg Its principal place of
business at said Bluehiil; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage hss been broken;
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, said Bluehiil academy
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage aud
gives this notice for that purpose.
Bluehill Academy.
By Arthur C. Hinckley, president.
Dated at Bluehiil this 5lh day of February,
a. d. 1916.

ARTHUR H. CANDAOE, late of MOUNT
modern, scientific and !
DESERT,
humane methods and the CURE at end of
*.n the couuty of
Hancock, deceased, and

pleased

American.

a

Ever-Ready-To-Take

NOTICE

Kane. both of
WHEREAS
their
Maine,

heals and strengthens the kidneys is a
splendid kidney, liver and jbladder remedy, and, being an herbal compound,
has a gentle healing effect on the kidneys, which is almost immediately noCan Avoid Dangers of Hyoscine and I
ticed in most cases by those who use it.
A trial will convince anyone who may
Suffering of “Reduction” by Takbe in need of it. Better get a bottle from
ing the “Neal Way”.

falling off

An Excellent Remedy

frart

PROVEN SWAMP-ROOT
AIDS WEAK KIDNEYS.

your nearest drug-store, and start treatment at once.

or

TAKPN

try lad. "ray father made

The Mixture in Havana.
"Harann has Just the right mixture
of old and new.” s -id one traveler. "I
like mediaeval forts and sixteenth ccn
tnry cathedrals as well as anybody, but
when night comes around It is pleasant
to return to a cool, up to date hotel,
enjoy a weH.cooked supper and spend
the evening walking on the electrically
lighted I’rado, dancing at the I*laza 01
Miramar or watching the roof garden
movies.”—New York Post.

March. 1916.

Yields To Delicious Vinol

LEMONADE
FOR RHEUMATISM

greased log.

If

SHERIFF’S SALK.
Maine.
County or Hancock as.
February 10. a. d., 1910.
this 10th day of February, a. d.
1918, on execution dated the 21st day of
December, a. d. 1915, issued on a judgment
rendered by the supreme Judicial court, for
ti.e
Penobscot, iu stid S ate
county of
at
a
term
thereof
begun and hoideu
on
the first Tuesday of January, a d.
1915, to wit. on the 8rd day of February, a. d. 1915, in favor of Virgil E. Fairbanks,
against Calvin P. Graves, of Hancock, in the
county of Hancock, for one hundred sixteen
dollars and sixteen cen s, debt oi damage,
and tt-n dollars and five cents, cost ot suit, and
seven dollars and seventy cents interest since
rendition of judgment, and will be sold at
public auction at the Jail office in Ellsworth,
Hancock county. Maine, to the highest bidder,
on the thirteenth day of March, a. d
19’6, at
ten o’clock iu
the toreuoon, the fallowing
described real estate and all the right, title
and intcresi which the said Calvin P. Graves
has in and to the same, to wit:
First lot bounded on the east by the road
leading from ihe county road to the James
McFarland homestead lot; on the south by
land now or formerly of George Young, ana
on the west by land now or formerly of James
Mumoe McFarland; on the north by the highEllsway leading from North Hancock to
worth and containing more or less with all
the builuings thereon standing.
Second lot bounded on‘the south by the
Black lot so called; on the east by the Heath
lot; on the north by the Means McFarland lot so called, now or formerly owned by
Alfred Tracy, and ou the west by land form*
meriy owned by James Brown, excepting that
sold to R. A. Heath. Rein* same premses described in deed Rec. Hancock Registry
Deeds, Vol. 813. p. 179 and Yol. 315. p 3, Hancock Registry Deeds.
Above subjected to
mortgage to Ellen V*. Rollins. Rec. Vol. 509,
p. 174 for 9412.
F. O. Silpby. Sheriff
State

SAYSJDRINK

“My dear fellow," said the artist,
"you can't Imagine how much work
there was In painting that picture."

and

The rest

BRONCHIAL GOLD
Philadelphia, Pa.—"Last Fall I was
troubled with a very severe bronchial
cold, headaches, backache, and sick to
I was so bad I became
my stomach.
alarmed and tried several medicines,
also a doctor, but did not get any relief.
A friend asked me to try Vinol and it
brought the relief which I craved, so
now I am enjoying perfect health.”—
Jack C. Singleton.
We guarantee Vinol, our delicious cod
liver and iron tonic without oil, for
chronic coughs, colds and bronchitis.
Oco. A.Psrcbfr, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me

“Which nre the pictures In your gallery that you value most highly?”
”1
duuno."
replied Mr. Ciimrox.
"Mother an’ the girls told the man to
go round and take olT the price marks
1 bad put on 'em before I hail time to
learn ’em by heart.”—Washington Star.

easy.*
a

legal Notice*.

me

I had sufficient courage* for that for
the girl would have no reason, so I
supposed, to think that I had sent
the gift, so I acted on Kate's advice.
The next morning, armed with magaWar Upon Pain!
zines and newspapers, I took my seat
visitor to every home
and
Is
a
Pain
In a vase on a mantel
on the t»ench.
lint
imusHv it come* quite unexpectedly
charmer
In the room occupied by my
\t>u are prepared for every emergency if you
I waited for her to keep a small bottle of Bloan's Liniment
were the flowers.
htindy. It is the greatest pain killer ever disappear at the window, but she did not. covered. Simply laid on the skiu
do rubbing required—it drives the pain away. It is
and I went home.
wonderful.
really
I
“Nothing gained by the flowers,”
Mervin H. Bolster. Berkeley. Cal. writes:
“Last Saturday, after tramping around the
said to Kate. “They’re on her mantel,
I came
Panama Exposition with wet feet.
but she did not come to the window, home with my neck so stiff that I couldn’t
and I fancy she bar a lover whom she j turn I applied Bloan’s Liniment freely and
I went to bed To my surprise, nex morning
suspected of having sent them.”
the stiffness had almost disappeared, four
Kate laughed and said she would go hours after the second application I was as
as new.”
good
out to the bench and have a look at
At
25c.

e

.,1

‘Tanwr, 4 had a ddK irltll htrcj
Raymond today.”
“I know you did,” replied the father
■oberly. "Mr. Raymond came to see

be seen from the bench."
I was delighted.
Why had I not
noticed that?
“What shall I do next?” I asked.
“Well, you might write a message
and hold It so that she can rend It
without appearing to mean It for her.”
“She couldn't read letters less than
two or three Inches high at that dls
tance."
“Make them as large ns you like.
IJut she can use a glass.”
“You don't mean that this girl would
descend to that with a man she has
never met?”
“She's not so nice but that she will
do any spying that will not be found
out. Of course you must sit with youi
back to her. else she can't see the mes
sage.”
“I see. What messnge shall I write?”
“The words ‘May I call?’”
"Good graeioua!
Without an Introduction ?"
“Ia>ave that to her.
Ilowever, you
had better write your name and ad
dress."
1 wrote the message In charcoal and
held It up with my bnck to the window. By tills time I had learned some
points myself and held a pocket mlrrot
so that I ctaild see the window. Before
long I saw the girl leveling a pair of
opera glasses at me.
With my tiny mirror, not more than
an Inch hi diameter, I could see her
straining to decipher my message. To
my delight It took her some time to
do so.
"It's all right.” I said to Kate when
I got home, and I told her what had
occurred, adding that I should take my
field glasses with me the next day to
read the answer.
"You'll not get an answer In that
way?” said Kate.
"Why not?”
"Because It wouldn't be ladylike.”
“How will 1 get It?"
“1 don’t know.”
A few days Inter n girl told Kate that
n friend of hers wished to know her.
Kute assented to an Introduction. The
girl who wished to make the acquaintance was the girl at the window.
"Eureka!” 1 cried, dancing around
the room. “And she asked you to bring
me to call on her?”
“She did no such thing. She was not
so bold.
I asked her to come and see
me.
When she does the rest will be

8hould

Em.rg.ney M.aaur..,
g, confin»d
Howtvw, Oft.n
ijnu.usl Condition.,
and In Such C.M. Um of

'XbbrrtiKTkntt*.

them. When she returned she said:
"Dick, you're ■ fool.”
"Why do you say that?" I asked
hopefully.
"She has put the flowers In the only
place In the room where they could

MUOHOLES AND WHY YOU ARE NERVOUS
RUTS IN ROADS

$1,216,268 05
surplus,
MASON, AGENTS.

t rator

1

subscriber
been

THEheof has
the

trator

estate

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of

JOHN W. FENTON, late of SORRENTO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
law directs.
All
giveu bonds as th»*
state
persons having demands against the
oi said deceased are titrbiieu to
nt the
sain
for m
loewi, uud all u:<k...ea mereto
art- requested to make payment immediately.
C. Edgar Halk.
February 8, 1916.
,,!

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor of
jl
the last will and testament and thiee codicils
of
BLITHEN S. HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persous
having demands against the estate of said deceased are dtsired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are request* d to make payment immediately.
Albion W. Wallace.
February 8, 1916.

rpHE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executiix
the last will and testament of
JOHN G. WENTWORTH, late of Franiliu,
in the county of Hancock, decease 1, no bonds
b* ing requir. d by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
nd all indebted thereto are
lor sett lenient,
requested to make payment immediately.
Hattie Bunrku.
February 8. 1916.

rpHE
X she

o!

subsciiber
hereDy gives notice that
rpHE
jL he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
ALCENUS HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, decea-ed. no bonds
beii g required by the terms of said will. All
persous having demands against me estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for se: tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
Geohgr H. Higgins.
February 1,1916.

subscriber hereDy gives uoiice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estai e of
CARLTON W. LOWELL, late of BUCKS-

THE

PORT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Ail Pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
in

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

Ralph W.

Lowell, Dexter, Me.

February 1, 1916.
suLscnber

notice that

hereDy pives
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
tor with the will annexed of the estate of

ALTHEA W. HEATH, late of VERONA,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
AH (argiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate

of said deceased are desired to preseut tf*a
same for settlement, and all indebted tteietc
are requested to make payment immediately.
Adrian L Ulmer.

February 1,1916.
FT^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X be has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SARAH COLSON, late of CA8TINB,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. AH persona
a>ing demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re-

given

quested

to make

payment immediately.

February 1,1916.

Oaoaea B. P a

r so ms.

—

—————————

XtJtjntiwmmt*.
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There is

Real Difference

a

Cream of tartar, derived from grapes,
is used in Royal Baking Powder because
it is the best and most healthful ingredient
known for the purpose.
and

Phosphate

sources,

are

de-

are

used in

baking powders, instead of cream
tartar, because they are cheaper.

some

of

If you have been indued to use baking
powders made from alum or phosphate,
You
use Royal Baking Powder instead.
with the iesults and the
will be

pleased

difference in the

quality

of the food.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

NEWS

COUNTY

SECONDHAND

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Freeman

Stanley

has been

quite

ill

the

GLASS.

a Business That
le Quite Extensive.
boarding
The salvage glass industry is of such
Sadie Trussell.
! importance and extent that many dealGeorge G. Hamor, of Gloucester, Mass., ers in secondhand gta? s socialize in
is visiting relatives here.
Some. for Inone branch or another.
Mrs. Radcliff is at the home of her stance. handle only plate glass that
i comes to them
by reason of the demolidaughter, Mrs. Arnold Weed.
Mrs. Gilbert Stanley h*9 returned from tion of old buildings, razed to make
Boston, v»here she bas been several weeks. place for new structures. Salvage glass
:
of this sort brings prices not far below
Miss Minnie Spurling spent most of
those of new glass.
last week with Millard Spurling and wife.
A considerable quantity of the salSeth Rice and Leslie Rice will begin
vage
glass dealer’s stock emanates
next week to build William 1). Stanley a
from the plate glass Insurance commotor boat.
The methods of these companies.
Benjamin Sparling and wife have re- panies in taking over glass vary. One
turned home, after ten days’ visit with concern may keep no stock on hand,
relatives and friends.
simply buying whatever is required to
A successful musical entertainment was
replace u broken pane, disposing of the
held at the church Tuesday evening, un- broken glass, if enough remains to Ik;
der the auspices of the mothers’ club. All I sold, to the salvage dealer.
SomeRefreshments
times a company will have a wareparts were well taken.
j
were served in the aid building, in the
house of Its own. to which it will reform of a cafetaria lunch.
that may still be
move broken glass
The Help-One-Another club met with in condition to use. Frequently It will
Mrs. Ernest Spurling Thursday evening, happen that only one corner has been
Mrs.
broken from a large pane and that this
and gave her a lift on her sewing.
Spurling served a delicious lunch, and is may be cut down to fit a smaller winto be a member of the club from now on.
dow.
8
Feb. 21.
Most plate glass is insured, but there
In the case of an
: is much that is not.
BROOKS VILLE.
uninsured plate that is broken the ownFrank Gott, who has been ill some time, er must, of course, go to a dealer for a
remains about the same.
He will sell the broken
new plate.
Albion and Olin Cl os son are employed
plate to the salvage dealer. It follows
therefore that from insurance comat the Mountain Ice Co.’s plant.
John A. Billings, who has been ill some- panies. from building wreckers and
from owners of uninsured glass the
time, is able tn be out and at work.
dealers accumulate great
L. O. Fowler, who spent two weeks at salvage glass
!
of secondhand plate glat-s.
home, has returned to Surry, where he quantities
Much of this is in such a condition that
has employment.
Should the
it may be reset anywhere.
Ned Douglass, of Castine, is visiting in
consist, for instance, of simply
injury
this vicinity with his fox hound, and has
a deep scratch in the center it ts easy
secured a large bob-cat.
The secto make that plate salable.
Miss Clarissa Bsbsou is caring ‘for Mrs.
ondhand dealer cuts out a strip conher
Mrs.
while
Jsne Walker,
daughter,
taining the scratch and thus have left
Tumey, is employed in the postoffioe.
two smaller plates, quite suitable for
A.
Feb. 21.
smaller windows.
When Injured plate glass is too much
COREA.
scratched to be available for windows
Mrs. Cecil Stewart is visiting in Skowit is sometimes made into ground or
began.
frosted glass for office partitions or
Mrs. Calls Young i9 visiting at Swan’f I doors.
Salvage plate glass too small
Island.
I for use in windows is employed foi
1
the glass doors of refrigerators, and
Mrs. Mande Drisko is home from a visit
in Lewiston.
larger pieces are utilized in the making
of glass table tops. Small fragm»?nts
Webster Donovan and family have movec
j go to the making of hand mirrors, al
into Ed Newstreum’s house.
! though only clear pieces may be so
bas
to
the
Stewart
Mrs. Roy
hospigone
employed. Other pieces, too small foi
an
for
tal at Bangor for
appenoperation
oilier purposes, enter Into the maim

Interesting Methods of

past week.

Mrs.

with

Clarence Croabv is

j

|
|

j

dicitis.

S.

Feb. 21.
_

BIRCH
Miss

Flossie

HAKBOR.
has

Hancock

closed

bei

and is home.

school in

Steuben,
Pettee, who

Clifton

Harbor for

a

came over

two weeks’

visit,

from Sea
taker

was

suddenly ill and returned home Monday
Mrs.

Edmond

Geneva, who

Gouldsboro,

are
are

Sargent

and

daughtei

spending

the

winter ir

visiting

her

brother

Alton Bunker.
Feb. 20.

C.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Martha
were

called

former’s

Noyes and daughter, Mrs
of Portsmouth, N. H.

Noyes,

Thomas

here

by

the

death

of

th«

brother, Isaac B. Uoodwin.
L.

Feb. 21.

HANCOCK.
There will be a pove ty ball at the town
hall March 2. Higgins' orchestra.

AMirrtifffflfnti:

SAYS DRINK LEMONADE
FOR RHEUMATISM
Belief from rheumatism and sciatica
can be obtained by drinking lemonade
and avoiding alcoholic drinks.
To get rid of this stubborn disease,
however; to stop the twinges, pain and
■welling, and drive the poisonous accumulations from the joints and muscles,
all generously-inclined druggists will
tell you to take half a teaspooiiful of
Bheuma daily until all misery ceases.

powerful remedy, becauseonly a powerful remedy can over-

j faeture of glass signs.
Eventually, when the last piece ot
1
merchantable glass bas been cut from
the damaged piece, there remain the
scraps and fragments accumulated 'm
Even these have theii
the cutting.
uses, although they do not bring much.
They are melted and used in the manufacture of lKittles.—Washington Star.
Men Who Fear Opportunity.
In the American Magazine Hugh S.
Fullerton says:
“Thousands of us who are making
fairly comfortable livings for families
pass plain turning points, refusing to
turn or to attack the o[*uing. through
There is no class so
sheer timidity.
timid ns the man with a family, who
refuses to hangp because he fears he
will risk the small sum he has aceumu
lated to educate the children and provide for the family in case of bis
death. Ninety-nine out of a hundred
men in this class keep straight ahead
when they

see a

turning i>olnt clearly."

Not Easy to Explain.
“That boy of mine is always asking

questions."
“Oh. well. pcrbajM he wants to learn
!
something."
“Maybe so, but his inquisitiveness
is rather distressing to me at times.'*
“Yes?"
“He insists on being told what his
mother means when she calls me a
‘jelly fish,' a matrimonial misfit' and
a ‘human tank.’“—Birmingham Age
Herald.

Kheuma is a

such a terrible disease; but
Rheuma acts speedily—the first dose
taken and you’ll know that you will
soon be your healthy self again.
G. A. Parcber and all druggists know
what Rheuma will do, for they sell a
great deal of it and guarantee that
two 50-ceut bottles will overcome rheucome

matic agouy

or

money back.

I Jewelry For a.
1 Gentleman

“Fifty-five, Laffertyr
Skeeter had whined past only a sec
and later.
Skeeter's Christian name was Fit*
hugh Carter Lafferty. No one knew
who had detected hi* resemblance to I
mosquito, though the discovery hai
been made on the day of his arrival at

8

Athlete Wm Two Brizes Whee c
He Breasted the Tape
s
X

the Forest school. But mosquito wm
classic and mouth filling to be pop
nlar with the "student body" and was
C
By J. N. COLE. Jr.
promptly reduced to Skeeter. while
Q Cop> right by Frank A. Munscy Co. r rare. Intimate friends In rare, intimate
moment* were privileged to say Skeets
But Fltzbogh Carter I-a (Terty. for al
Sc
Because Skeeter I-afferty was a
this, had failed to beat Hughes.
"rat," speaking in terms of the Forest
nughe>s would re-present the school n!
school, and because he had legs like
Washington! And she had gone with
macaroni and a snub nose spotted with
out even saying that she w-as sorry!
o(
members
freckles none of the older
He covereel himself In a blanket ano
the track squad took particular ac
started for tbe showers.
count of the fact that Skeeter warmed
“One moment. I-afTerty!" called the
up with scrupulous care and deposited
"1 didn't know you were out
coach.
himself In a blanket to await tbe time
for the -HO.
You ran a corking good
trials for tbe 440 yard dash.
rare for a new man. but you finished
He did not resent being thus ignored.
with too much left. Tbe 4-10 take* all
He was too much elated over the daz
any man has lu him. and to win you've
zllng prospect of running at the Fed
I'd rather see you
got to finish dead.
eral track meet. to_he held In Washingdrop on the first lap than come In
ton the following Saturday, provided
strong. You could go another now an 1
he won tn the trial heats.
not feel It, and Hughes Is still blowing
In addition. Skeeter knew that be
hard."
was being observed by a certain perSkeeter winced. He wasn't at all In
whose fur toque and muff—he the mood for
son
postmortem*. Clearly
hadn't dared go near enough to hear lier the coach hadn't seen Hughes foul him
voice and see her smile- was visible on the turn.
among a little group of enthusiasts |
Maybe she had seen! That helped
which bad collected at tbe turn to ; some.
It was the sole shred of conwatch the races.
| solation upou which he could build
The fact that she was there changed new
hopes.
Life was in j
all things for Skeeter.
The coach laid a hand on hi* staoul
tensified and recolored until It became der.
almost unbearable.
“That will do. Stick to It. Skeeter.
If he should win! If he only could!
You'll put a kink In somebody's high
Skeeter's cheat swelled at the thought
gear yet"
of the coveted letter awarded for nth
“What If Hughes wins the point troletlc attainments. It was an awe inphy and gives her the medal?” Inquirof
“F."
Inches
covering eight
spiring
ed Skeeter bluntly, hardly conscious of
sweater front.
speaking alou.l his inmost thought*.
he
raised
Tbe starter's gun flashed as
"Who Is ‘her’?"
The coach smiled.
it high above his shoulders.
he asked.
“All candidates for the 44b." he callSkeeter grew pink even to hi* neck
ed. "get to your marks!"
and €>ars.
Figures huddled on the benches sud”Hu-Hughes." lie stammered. “He's
denly came to life; sweaters and blan- —he'a my rival.”
kets were thrown off. and bIx lithe
The coach was still at sea, hot provracers, half naked in running trunks
ed himself a human being by sayiug
and Jerseys, placed themselves at the after a pause:
line, lifting their legs like hackneys in
“llugbes •'ill hardly win; he’s”—
a show ring.
“Too much like a hunk of cheese."
"Get set"'
assisted Skeeter
The runners crouched with muscles
Skeeter throughout the remaining
tense and quivering.
dajs of the week was unable to shake
off a nagging. Insistent souse of disapBang!
There was a grating of spiked shoes I Kiln Uncut.
Pot; !U
he
beaten
have
on the cinder track; the six, as one
llughes in the trial bent If he had
man. sprang forward, and before the
known what the coach had told him
smoke from the gun had vanished were before the' race? Could he have beatfighting each other on the first turn, n en If Hughes had played fair? Skeeter
To a youth of
knew that he could.
hundred yards away.
A piping cheer and the clapping of seventeen nil things are possible.
Perhaps Skeeter’s disappointment
gloved hands sonnded from the group
would have t>een less had he known,
which clustered at the turn.
Captain Hughes, n powerful, muscu- as the coach knew, that Hughes would
lar fellow with red hair and n straw- not last loug as a runner, because be
berry complexion, secured the inside refused to train properly.
Nor did Skeeter realize the benefits
lane and began to |*ill out from the
of his owu self denials and sacrifices
bnnch in quick, greedy strides.
Laffcrty. with teeth set. dug out after for the sake of athletics.
When Saturday came Skeeter’* touSim. Soon they were racing nbreast like
sled head was one of the thousands that
well schooled pair of coach horses.
The rest were strung along the rose In an undulating mass on every
eottrse.
At the end of the first round side of tho vast amphitheater surrounding the track.
There was so much to see that It
made Skeeter’a eyes hurt It was worse
than trying to watch a three ringed
circus.
leather
brass
throated
lunged,
youths swarmed along the course,
shouting an;l yelling: scores of scantily find runners scurried shout with
numliets pinned to their backs, and
Skeeter’s trained eye Inspected dozens
and dozens of pretty girls.
Excitement and confusion were In
the atmosphere.
The sonorous voice
of the megaphoned clerk echoed and
vibrated through the hnll.
Occasion
ally the starter’s pistol spoke above
the din of the cheering.
Then came the hush, the [tatter of
running shoes on the resitted floor aud
the breathless Instant at t(te finish. In
only a twinkling. It seemed to Skeeter.
a race was won or lost.
He unconsciously ran each of them.
At the sound of the gun his muscles
grew taut, and his fingers grlpi>e-l the
seat.
During the intervals between
the events his eye scanned tier after
tier of seats.
He found her at last.
She was sitting In a Isix. surrounded
by a swarm of Forest schi 1 cohorts,
armed with banners and megaphones,
and Hughes. Immersed in an imposing
orange sweater, was leaning toward
her in a most engaging manner.
Skeeter grew pale with envy as he
realized that he hail been liesten again.
Then he muttered:
“He looks like a hunk of schweitter!”
V*Bruton won the fifty yard hurdles
ma UXOOX8CIOCBLT RAX RAC8 OP THB with ease.
The Forest school, howRACK
ever, had lost the pole vault as well
It wan easily seen that the race lay as the 880 yard run.
The relay
between Hughes and Skeeter.
would add five points.
But the 300
The girl of the fur toque and the was shaky, and. as Skeeter had premuff held her breath.
With Skeeter dicted. the winning of the 440 yard
and Hughes pitted against each other dash would determine the school to
Bhe almost wished there had been no which the point trophy would
belong.
race at all.
Would Hughes win?
Aa the pistol spoke again, announcing
Involuntarily Skeeter glanced across
the beginning of the last lap, Hughes toward her box.
Where was she?
his
so
did
i
quickened
pace;
I.afferty.
Her chair was empty!
Where waa
There came an Instant, as always Hughes?
does when two well matched runners
"First call for the scholastic 440!"
are speeding side by side, when both
The clerk was calling Hughes’ race.
knew what the outcome of the race
A moment later he shouted again:
would be. With Skeeter this conscious“Hughes, Forest school. No. 00!"
ness arrived as they were within a
There was no reply, and the clerk
few paces of the last turn.
Skeeter repeated the call.
felt that he would win. He was fresh i
Again Hughes failed to resjwnd.
still. It was his race!
Skeeter In a panic sllpi>ed from his
And then, as he gripped himself for teat and hurried to the dressing room.
a
supreme effort to gain the Inside
"Where Is Hughes?" he asked breathtrack as they were taking the turn, a lessly.
“They have called bis race,
sharp punch from Hughes' elbow sent and he hasn't shown up yet.”
him wabbling to the outside. He bare- i
"We've looked everywhere for him,”
ly missed tripping himself.
spoke up several of Hughes' friends.
too

8

alum, which

rived from mineral

It wu but an Instant's delay. But i
eoat him the Inside, and—
"Fifty-four f' sang tbe timer a»
Hughes crossed tbe finish.

Keep In Harness Until You Drop.
A prominent Canadian financier In
his sixty-fifth year went to England to
take a physical examination by a great
physician. “You're as sound as a nut,"
“There's no reason
said the doctor.
why you shouldn't live to be a huu
dred—if only you don't stop working.'
—Woman's Home Companion.

I

fe
"He must have gone oat with that
male.”
"lie did.” announced another. ”1
heard her teil him she had a head
ache and asked him If be wouldn't gt
out with her to a drug store.”
fetct
to
out
ran
Rivera 1
boys
Ii’ghes. The coa^h said somethin*
amier his breath which made the dress
He tumet
room grow quite still.

BHOOKLIN.
Min Rachel Cole returned to Ao
Saturday.
Mtae Musa Dollard la Ttatting tn
cheater. Mate,

Skeeter.
“If Hughes doesn't show up in tinn
his plact
you might as well try to take
Hustle into a suit am
for this race.
It (
answer to No. tk) at the last call.
a chance In a thousand!"
The coach peered anxiously throng!
the crowd.
"I am not surprise 1." he muttered,
half to himself. "A boy who hasn't got
to

—--

as

r'

Maynard Blaiadell entertaiDttl
bridge Thursday.
Mias Ruth Kane, who has been
tnCbi0*
at Lincolnville, ia borne.
A. H. Mayo baa closed hta clam
(actor,
at Naskrag until spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rent are
reeejT|D *
congratulations on the birth of a eon
Mr*.

iug

.■

o

Edward V. Morgan ia employed at
Can.
Rosier mine, as mining engineer
,.
electrician from North Adams has
t,ken
over his electrical work.

■

Saturday evening, March 4, studenia of

the blab school will present
“Hie 1‘ncle John,” in the

the corned.

Kellowj

Odd
There will he readings »ud
munc

hall.

between the acta.

Lookout chapter. O. E. 8., Iasi
Frida,
evening visited Columbia chapter at

Searbanquet was served
exemplified in a tine man.
which a delightful
entertain-

A delicious

wick.

The work

was

ner, after
ment was

given. At the clone of the
gram refreshments were served. The
8tara spent one ol I be pleasantest
since tbs

constitution of

Feb. 21.

prolocal
ereainn

their bapter
Use Fkmme.

CENTER.
Albion Farrell bae moved bis
back to Iba Ed Raed place.

family

Mra Viola Murpbyr and little niece, Viola
went to Rockland
Thursday.

Lurvey,

Higgina and Weetoo Higgins and

Robert

home from Rockland la>t week
Ethridge Hornet and family have moved
from Pretty Mereb to Mr. Homes' borne
wile

came

Mre. Homes

here.

Pretty Mareb

bee sold

ber

place at

Bert Carter.

to

Feb. 21.

|

M

_

MAN8ET.
Mre. A. V. King it viaiting ber daughLiocoInviUe.

ters in

Rev.
former

William

Van

Valkenburgh,

pastor here, ie visiting

1

a

£. I,

at

Stanley's.
Mra. Fred Torrey Is at Bontn»eat Han
bor, with ber daughter, Mn. Wellington
Robbins, who recently returned him
the Bar Harbor boapitil.
Feb.
SOL

21.___

NORTH BROOKL1N
THB TAPE TWAKOHB LUFOF.I) FOUWARP
EP ACUU8S BIS BUEASr!

Fred Hall It building another row-boat
for auinmer viaitors.

will power euougb to stop smoking
and get himself Into good shape for a
big tue«>t hasn't got enough to keep a
girl from making a fool out of him"—
"Last call for the 440!" came a deep
summons from the clerk of the course.
“Go ahead, Lafferty!"
Skeeter let out a yip of Joy.
"□ere. take this quietly!" scolded the
coach. •'You've got the stuff In you, but
today you are up against tneu way out
of your class. If you wlu you've got to
get the pole on the first lap and keep
It!"
Skeeter nodded gravely and trotted
off, thinking hi a dazed way:
"The point trophy—the Forest school
—the medal—for her—get the pole ou
the first lap—keep It!"
He took hls place at the start, white
to the lips.
The starter raised hi* gun.
“Get to your marks!"
"Get net!"
ne gave an agonizing

Elmer Pervear, Howard Pervrar and
Nickerson are gathering in Iona,
skunks
and wild-eata. Tbe bob-cat it
Oecer

dinnnisbingSaat,

for beaidea shooting two
ago laat Saturday, they got one
laal Friday, and another one on .Saturday.

a

Feb. 21.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

a con-

you'd get to run, hut she was determined Hughes ghouidu't.
Why didn't
you tell me he fouled you in the trialsy

Skeeter struggled to bis feet.
Where—where is she?" he
eagerly.
"Shes
you."

Skeeter
crowd.

Say.

over

there,

broke

arked

waiting to

away

through

see

the

called the coach,
smiling, “I
if she’d do a
thing like that for
she
you
wouldn't mind accepting a little jewelry from a
gentleman lu spite
of the old folks.”
jruess

Jelliaon baa returned fromi
Waterville.
a

few

T.

WEST BROOK LIN
Mrs. Haiti Sukefourth, of Rockland,
is visiting ber parents, Gilbert Carter and
wife.

i

Mias Martba Carter, who be- been
working for George Carter, ha- returned
lo North Sedgwick.
B.
Feb. a.
SOUTH BLCEH1U-.
Mrs. L. H. Sibley ia viaiting
and Waabmgton, 0. C.
Several
wired for

here are having
electric lights.

in

boston,

their

noos-I

0.

Feb. a.
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WEAK, AILING CHILD

Made Strong By Delicious Vinol
Ukeport, N. H. —“Our little trirl S

fighting.
The pistol

lmt do you think?" he added In

Water-

in

Mra. Cora Kingman i* spending
days witb Mrs. Marcia Bragdon.
Feb. a.

runners sei a killing iwoe
the first go round and—die ou the
second. Ou the second lap the cheer
leaders were staring mutely over their
megaphoues. Not a voice broke the
silence.
Three times around. Skeeter was not
dead.
He was running like a frightened jack rabbit. The words "Get the
pole—keep It!" sang through hls brain.
Around they went, plunging, elbowing,

w

viaiting

Mra. Sadia
viait in

experlenced

fidential tone. "She got that fellow
Hughes out of here on purpose. Can
you beut it? Saya she dltlu't dream

ia

ville.

on

weakly.
"Sure—sure you did!" The coach
i>atted the boy on the shoulder. “And

Zknophox.

Everett Tracey

pause. Bang!
There was a flash of white, stinging
muscle amid a whirl of legs and arms.
It was Skeeter!
Never before had the coache* seen
such a pace set for a scholastic 44H.
They smiled. They bad often seen lu-

It was the last
rang our.
lap:
Three runners turned for the finish.
Skeeter was wheezing. Ilis legs seemed to crumple; his lungs stiffened. The
flour waved under him and seemed to
rise to meet his feet. A pain throblied
in his side. He felt a man's hut breath
on his neck.
Then the man Iwgau to
puli ahead.'
lint n. metblng deep in Skeeter. which
had trained him when nil hope seemed
Idle, refused to die now. His will sent
life to the macaroni legs and breath
to his lungs.
He lunge,1 forward—the t«!-e twanged ucr, ss his breast:
Ialter, when Skeeter o|ietied his eves,
the Forest school cohorts were dancing
wiidly as they i u:n|ied cheers of victory from their leather lungs, and ttie
couch ut his side was saying;
"Good work, old macaroni!
You've
just nisiut put oue Aver on the hunk
of cheese!"
"Did we winV" asked Skeete?

week

runyears of age «u in a debilitat.d.
down condition and had a stubborn
cough so she was weak and ailing sB
the time. Nothing helped her until
we tried Vinol.
Then her
increased and she is strong and web, Wo
I wish other parents of weak, delicst*
Geo. A.
children would
Vinol.

®PP®QtJ

_

try

Collins.

This is because Vinol contains tas
tissue building, strengthening cod liv«
elements and use tonic iron which a weM
and run-down system needs.
Geo. A. Psrcber, Druggist, KIDwortb, ID.

An Old

Fashioned

Home Remedy
Many

men

and

more

u

nun

arc

often ailing and poorly, without being
really sick. They feel mean and out

of sorts,

restless and

nervous,

with

little appetite, weak stomach, and
maybe suffer from frequent sick
headaches and bilious attacks. Ij
other words, they are all “run-down
and need something that will build
them up.
A good remedy for this
is “L. F
Atwood’s Medicine.
purpose
While not a cure-all, it acts as a general tonic and conditioner, toning the
stomach, improving the appetite, puntying the blood and stimulating the
liver. So thorough that it will benefit the biggest man, and so safe that
it may be taken by the weakest
woman or frailest child.
The family

stand-by

for

over

sixty

years

